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PER CURIAM.

Florian Hinrichs, the plaintiff in this case, appeals

from a judgment dismissing the case as to defendant General

Motors of Canada, Ltd. ("GM Canada").  The trial court made

the judgment final pursuant to Rule 54(b), Ala. R. Civ. P.  We

affirm. 
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I. Factual Background and Procedural History

On June 24, 2007, Hinrichs was riding in the front

passenger seat of a 2004 GMC Sierra 1500 pickup truck ("the

Sierra") that was owned and operated by his friend Daniel

Vinson when they were involved in a motor-vehicle accident. 

It is undisputed that Hinrichs was wearing his seat belt.  A

vehicle operated by Kenneth Earl Smith, who was driving under

the influence of alcohol, ran a stop sign and collided with 

the passenger-side door of the Sierra.  The Sierra rolled over

twice, but landed on its wheels.  Hinrichs suffered a spinal-

cord injury in the accident that left him a quadriplegic.  The

accident occurred in Geneva County.  Hinrichs alleges that his

injuries were caused by the defective design of the roof of

the Sierra that allowed the roof over the passenger

compartment to collapse during the rollover and by the

defective design of the seat belt in the Sierra, which failed

to restrain him.  

At the time of the accident, Hinrichs, a German citizen,

was a member of the German military; he had been assigned to

Fort Rucker for flight training.  He and Vinson were in the

same training program.  Vinson had purchased the Sierra at
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Hill Buick, Inc., d/b/a O'Reilly Pontiac-Buick-GMC and/or Hill

Pontiac-Buick-GMC ("the O'Reilly dealership"), in Pennsylvania

in 2003.  He drove it to Alabama in 2006 when he was assigned

to Fort Rucker.  General Motors Corporation, known as Motors

Liquidation Company after July 9, 2009 ("GM"), designed the

Sierra.  GM Canada, whose principal place of business is in

Ontario, Canada, manufactured certain parts of the Sierra,

assembled the vehicle, and sold it to GM in Canada, where

title transferred.  GM then distributed the Sierra for sale in

the United States through a GM dealer.  The Sierra ultimately

was delivered to the O'Reilly dealership for sale. 

Hinrichs sued GM and Smith in February 2008, alleging a

claim against GM under the Alabama Extended Manufacturer's

Liability Doctrine ("AEMLD") and claims against GM and Smith

of negligence and wantonness.  Pursuant to Rule 9(h), Ala. R.

Civ. P., Hinrichs also alleged claims against several

fictitiously named defendants.  Hinrichs alleged that design

defects in the Sierra were responsible for the accident and

his permanent paralysis.  Specifically, he alleged that the

roof of the Sierra collapsed during the rollover and that the

seat belt did not properly restrain him.  In 2009, GM filed a
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petition for bankruptcy, which resulted in the trial court's

staying the case as to GM pursuant to the automatic-stay

provision of the Bankruptcy Code, 11 U.S.C. § 362.  Hinrichs

thereafter filed a claim in the bankruptcy case and settled

with GM for $2 million.

Hinrichs then filed an amendment to his complaint to

substitute GM Canada, the O'Reilly dealership, and Hill

Cadillac, Inc., d/b/a Hill Cadillac-Oldsmobile ("the Hill

dealership"),  for three of the fictitiously named defendants. 1

The O'Reilly dealership and the Hill dealership moved to

dismiss the action as to them, alleging that the trial court

did not have personal jurisdiction over them.  GM Canada

answered the complaint, alleging a lack of personal

jurisdiction.  GM Canada then filed a motion for a hearing on

its jurisdictional defense.  In the motion, GM Canada alleged:

"As explained more fully below, GM Canada is a
Canadian entity organized under the laws of Canada
and doing business only in Canada.  While the 2004
GMC Sierra 1500 pickup truck was assembled and sold
by GM Canada, both the truck's assembly and sale
took place in Canada, not in Alabama.  Indeed, GM
Canada's operations are in Canada, and it does not
sell any products in Alabama or have any operations,
property, employees, or agents stationed to work for

The Hill dealership apparently performed maintenance1

service on the Sierra.
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it here.  In addition, after GM Canada sold the
truck to MLC [Motors Liquidation Company] in Canada,
MLC sold and distributed the truck to an authorized
dealership in Pennsylvania, not Alabama.  This
Pennsylvania dealership then sold the truck to
Daniel Vinson in Pennsylvania, and Vinson evidently
later took the truck to Alabama when he moved there. 
In short, GM Canada has no contacts with the State
of Alabama that would allow this Court to
constitutionally exercise jurisdiction over the
Company in this case."

In support of its motion, GM Canada filed the affidavit of

Geoffrey Bailey, the manager of vehicle-product programs and

regulations for GM Canada.  Bailey testified, in pertinent

part:

"3. GM Canada does no business in the United
States, including the State of Alabama, and does not
maintain any office, agency, or representative
there.  GM Canada is not qualified, registered,
licensed, or authorized to do business in Alabama.
GM Canada does not have any officers, employees, or
agents stationed to work for it in Alabama.  No one
is authorized by GM Canada to accept service of
process in Alabama, nor has GM Canada appointed an
agent for service of process in Alabama.

"4. Before General Motors Corporation (n/k/a
Motors Liquidation Company) ('MLC') filed for
bankruptcy on June 1, 2009, GM Canada was a wholly
owned subsidiary of MLC.  GM Canada was and at all
times remained a separate legal entity from MLC in
the United States of America.

"5. Today, GM Canada is a wholly-owned
subsidiary of General Motors Holdings LLC.  GM
Canada is and always has been a separate legal
entity from General Motors Holdings LLC and General
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Motors LLC, a Delaware Limited Liability Company
that has automotive operations in the United States. 
GM Canada has always had its own Board of Directors
and Officers, performed its own accounting, and been
responsible for its own financial performance.

"6. GM Canada manufactures, in part, assembles,
and sells automotive vehicles and parts in Canada. 
Specifically, GM Canada sells vehicles to
independent dealerships in Canada, which in turn
sell the vehicles to consumers in Canada.  GM Canada
does not now and has never sold or distributed
automotive vehicles or component parts in the United
States of America, including Alabama.

"7. Prior to the bankruptcy of MLC, GM Canada
manufactured, in part, and assembled certain
automotive vehicles and parts at its plants in
Canada and sold them to MLC in Canada, under
Canadian law.  GM Canada did not exercise any
control over MLC's business operations or MLC's
distribution system.  After GM Canada sold vehicles
to MLC, the transfer of title for which occurred in
Canada, MLC, not GM Canada, was responsible for
their importation into the United States, their
distribution within the United States, as well as
service and sales support, throughout the United
States, including Alabama.  MLC, not GM Canada, was
also responsible for testing to ensure that the
imported vehicles complied with applicable United
States Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards. 
Since the bankruptcy of MLC, GM Canada has not
assumed responsibility for any of the activities in
the United States that were formerly performed by
MLC.

"8. The subject 2004 GMC Sierra was
manufactured, in part, and assembled by GM Canada in
Canada and then sold to MLC in Canada.  GM Canada
did not design the 2004 Chevrolet Sierra, including
its roof structure and seat belt system.  GM Canada
also did not advertise or market the subject truck
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and did not distribute or sell it, or any of its
component parts, to Daniel Vinson or to any
dealership or member of the general public in
Alabama or elsewhere.  GM Canada also did not
maintain, repair, or service the subject truck in
Alabama or elsewhere.

"....

"15. GM Canada does not and has not ever served
the markets of Alabama directly or through
distributorships, dealerships, or sales agents
within Alabama.  As discussed above, MLC was an
independent company, which owned the vehicles it
marketed.  MLC was not GM Canada's sales agent in
Alabama or elsewhere for sales of vehicles.

"....

"18. GM Canada's website does not and has not
ever allowed direct sales of vehicles to individuals
or entities located in the United States of
America."   

Hinrichs then filed a second amendment to his complaint

in which he added the following jurisdictional allegations:

"4a. Defendant, General Motors of Canada, Ltd.,
is subject to the jurisdiction of this Court as it
has sufficient contacts with the state of Alabama;
placed the subject vehicle into the stream of
commerce; engaged in continuous and systematic
business in the state of Alabama; and manufactured
the subject vehicle for General Motors Corporation
with knowledge that General Motors Corporation was
selling vehicles throughout the United States,
including Alabama, so as to purposely avail itself
to the jurisdiction of this Court."
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GM Canada then supplemented its motion for a hearing on its

jurisdictional defense, alleging that Hinrichs's

jurisdictional allegations were conclusory and unsupported.

Hinrichs amended his complaint a third time, adding the

emphasized language to paragraph 4a:

"4a. Defendant, General Motors of Canada, Ltd.,
is subject to the jurisdiction of this Court as it
has sufficient contacts with the state of Alabama;
placed the subject vehicle into the stream of
commerce; engaged in continuous and systematic
business in the state of Alabama; generates
significant export earnings by shipping 90 percent
of the million vehicles which it manufactures to the
United States which includes Alabama; and
manufactured the subject vehicle for General Motors
Corporation with knowledge that General Motors
Corporation was selling vehicles throughout the
United States, including Alabama, so as to purposely
avail itself to the jurisdiction of this Court."

Hinrichs also filed a response to GM Canada's motion for a

hearing on its jurisdictional defense. 

After the trial court considered the parties' written

submissions and held a hearing at which it heard argument from

counsel for both parties, the trial court entered a judgment

dismissing GM Canada from the action with prejudice.  Hinrichs

filed a postjudgment motion, which the trial court denied. 

Hinrichs then voluntarily dismissed his claims against the

O'Reilly dealership and the Hill dealership.  Because Smith
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remains as a defendant in the case, the parties requested that

the trial court certify the judgment as final pursuant to Rule

54(b).  After the trial court entered its Rule 54(b) order,

Hinrichs appealed the judgment dismissing GM Canada. 

II. Standard of Review

In Corporate Waste Alternatives, Inc. v. McLane

Cumberland, Inc., 896 So. 2d 410, 413 (Ala. 2004), this Court

repeated the standard of review applicable in a case such as

this: 

"We discussed the standard of review applicable
to a ruling on a motion to dismiss for lack of
personal jurisdiction in Wenger Tree Service v.
Royal Truck & Equipment, Inc., 853 So. 2d 888, 894
(Ala. 2002):

"'"In considering a Rule
12(b)(2), Ala. R. Civ. P., motion
to dismiss for want of personal
jurisdiction, a court must
consider as true the allegations
of the plaintiff's complaint not
controverted by the defendant's
affidavits, Robinson v. Giarmarco
& Bill, P.C., 74 F.3d 253 (11th
Cir. 1996), and Cable/Home
Communication Corp. v. Network
Productions, Inc., 902 F.2d 829
(11th Cir. 1990), and 'where the
plaintiff's complaint and the
defendant's affidavits conflict,
the ... court must construe all
reasonable inferences in favor of
the plaintiff.'  Robinson, 74
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F.3d at 255 (quoting Madara v.
Hall, 916 F.2d 1510, 1514 (11th
Cir. 1990)).  'For purposes of
this appeal [on the issue of in
personam jurisdiction] the facts
as alleged by the ... plaintiff
will be considered in a light
most favorable to him [or her].'
Duke v. Young, 496 So. 2d 37, 38
(Ala. 1986)."

"'Ex parte McInnis, 820 So. 2d 795, 798
(Ala. 2001).  "An appellate court considers
de novo a trial court's judgment on a
party's motion to dismiss for lack of
personal jurisdiction."  Elliott v. Van
Kleef, 830 So. 2d 726, 729 (Ala. 2002).'"

III. Analysis

Hinrichs argues that the trial court had specific

jurisdiction over GM Canada, that the trial court erred when

it failed to consider the fair-play and substantial-justice

factors under the due-process analysis, that the trial court

had general jurisdiction over GM Canada, and that GM Canada

waived its right to assert the defense of lack of

jurisdiction.  

A. Waiver

We first address Hinrichs's argument that GM Canada

waived its right to assert the lack of jurisdiction in this

case because of what Hinrichs characterizes as its undue delay
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in seeking a ruling on the jurisdictional defense asserted in

its answer.  Hinrichs contends that because GM Canada

substantially participated in this litigation for three years

before it filed its motion seeking a hearing on its assertion

of lack of personal jurisdiction and because it continued to

participate in the litigation after it filed the motion, GM

Canada failed to timely pursue its lack-of-jurisdiction

defense.  Therefore, he argues, the trial court erred in

dismissing the action for lack of personal jurisdiction.  We

see no merit in this argument for two reasons.  

First, Hinrichs did not adequately raise this issue in

the trial court to warrant his asserting the issue on appeal. 

See Porter v. Colonial Life & Acc. Ins. Co., 828 So. 2d 907,

908 (Ala. 2002) ("The appellate courts will not consider a

challenge to an order or a judgment of a trial court asserted

for the first time on appeal.").  The portion of the record

referred to by Hinrichs in that portion of his appellate brief 

where he asserts waiver did not reflect an argument that GM

Canada had waived its defense of lack of personal

jurisdiction; it merely called to the trial court's attention
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the consequences of an adverse ruling.  Specifically, in his

postjudgment motion, Hinrichs argued:

"GM Canada actively participated in this lawsuit for
over two years before filing a Motion to Dismiss for
lack of personal jurisdiction.  Although GM Canada
included a boilerplate jurisdictional objection in
its Answer, GM Canada waited until after the statute
of limitation on Mr. Hinrichs's claim expired before
raising the issue in a Motion.  Therefore, if this
Court dismisses Mr. Hinrichs's case, Mr. Hinrichs is
forever barred from recovering for his injuries
against GM Canada in any forum. What is worse is
that GM Canada suffers no consequence for its
defective product."    

Second, even if we assume that Hinrichs sufficiently

raised the waiver issue before the trial court, Hinrichs

repeatedly sought extensions of the trial court's scheduling

order and took no action to pursue his claims against GM

Canada during this period.  When it appeared that the trial

court would not further amend its scheduling order, GM Canada

filed its motion reasserting its defense to personal

jurisdiction and, thereafter, under pressure of the definitive

scheduling order, sought discovery during the pendency of the

motion.  Hinrichs cannot point to GM Canada's having at any

time caused the trial court to address a potentially

dispositive issue that would have been moot had its defense of

lack of personal jurisdiction been later sustained.  See Ex
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parte Alaska Bush Adventures, LLC, 168 So. 3d 1195, 1203

(2014) (Lyons, Special Justice, concurring specially and

condemning efforts to "have it both ways").  GM Canada did not

waive its defense of lack of personal jurisdiction.  

B. Jurisdiction

We next address Hinrichs's jurisdictional arguments.  In

Robinson v. Harley-Davidson Motor Co., 354 Or. 572, 316 P.3d

287 (2013), the Supreme Court of Oregon, addressing the issue

whether asserting jurisdiction over a foreign corporation

comports with due process of law as guaranteed by the

Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution, aptly

summarized the current status of the United States Supreme

Court's holdings, including Goodyear Dunlop Tires Operations,

S.A. v. Brown, 564 U.S. 915 (2011).  The Robinson court

stated:

"Under Supreme Court jurisprudence, an exercise
of jurisdiction over a nonresident defendant
comports with due process if there exists 'minimum
contacts' between the defendant and the forum state
such that maintaining suit in the state would 'not
offend traditional notions of fair play and
substantial justice.'  World-Wide Volkswagen Corp.
v. Woodson, 444 U.S. 286, 291-92, 100 S. Ct. 559, 62
L. Ed. 2d 490 (1980) (internal quotation marks
omitted); see also International Shoe Co. v.
Washington, 326 U.S. 310, 316, 66 S. Ct. 154, 90 L.
Ed. 95 (1945) ('[D]ue process requires only that in
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order to subject a defendant to a judgment in
personam, if he be not present within the territory
of the forum, he have certain minimum contacts with
it such that the maintenance of the suit does not
offend "traditional notions of fair play and
substantial justice."').  Due process is thus
satisfied if 'the defendant's conduct and connection
with the forum State are such that he [or she]
should reasonably anticipate being haled into court
there.'  World-Wide Volkswagen, 444 U.S. at 297, 100
S. Ct. at 559. 

"In applying that test, the Supreme Court has
recognized that jurisdiction over a nonresident may
be either general or specific.  Goodyear [Dunlop
Tire Operations S.A. v. Brown], 564 U.S. [915] at
919, 131 S. Ct. [2846] at 2851 [(2011)]; see also
Burger King Corp. v. Rudzewicz, 471 U.S. 462, 472,
473 n.15, 105 S. Ct. 2174, 85 L. Ed. 2d 528 (1985)
(noting distinction between general and specific
jurisdiction); see Willemsen [v. Invacare Corp.],
352 Or. 191, 197, 282 P.3d [867,] 867 [(2012)]. 
General jurisdiction exists when the defendant's
affiliations with the forum state 'are so
"continuous and systematic"' as to render the
defendant 'essentially at home in the forum State.' 
Goodyear, [564] U.S. at [919], 131 S. Ct. at 2851;
see Willemsen, 352 Or. at 197, 282 P.3d at
867. Stated differently, general jurisdiction is
present in '"instances in which the continuous ...
operations within a state [are] so substantial and
of such a nature as to justify suit against [the
defendant] on causes of actions arising from
dealings entirely distinct from those activities."' 
Goodyear, [564] U.S. at [924], 131 S. Ct. at 2853
(first alteration in original; quoting International
Shoe, 326 U.S. at 318, 66 S. Ct. at 154).  In
abandoning her [Or. R. Civ. P.] 4A argument,
plaintiff has effectively abandoned her argument
that defendant's contacts were so continuous and
systematic as to constitute a basis for general
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jurisdiction.  Instead, plaintiff seeks to assert
specific jurisdiction over defendant.

"Specific jurisdiction 'depends on an
"affiliatio[n] between the forum and the underlying
controversy," principally, activity or an occurrence
that takes place in the forum State and is therefore
subject to the State's regulation.'  Goodyear, [564]
U.S. at [919], 131 S. Ct. at 2851 (alteration in
original); see Willemsen, 352 Or. at 197, 282 P.3d
at 867.  In other words, specific jurisdiction 'is
confined to adjudication of "issues deriving from,
or connected with, the very controversy that
establishes jurisdiction."'  Goodyear, [564] U.S. at
[919], 131 S. Ct. at 2851 (quoting von Mehren &
Trautman, Jurisdiction to Adjudicate: A Suggested
Analysis, 79 Harv. L. Rev. 1121, 1136 (1966)).

"The analytical framework for determining
whether specific jurisdiction exists consists of
three inquiries.  See [State ex rel.] Circus Circus
[Reno, Inc. v. Pope], 317 Or. [151,] 159-60, 854 P.
2d 461[, 465 (1993) (en banc)] (laying out
analytical framework).  First, the defendant must
have 'purposefully avail[ed] itself of the privilege
of conducting activities within the forum State.'
Hanson v. Denckla, 357 U.S. 235, 253, 78 S. Ct.
1228, 2 L. Ed. 2d 1283 (1958).  The requirement that
a defendant purposefully direct activity to the
forum state precludes the exercise of jurisdiction
over a defendant whose affiliation with the forum
state is 'random,' 'fortuitous,' or 'attenuated,' or
the 'unilateral activity of another party or a third
person.'  Burger King, 471 U.S. at 475, 105 S. Ct.
2174 (internal citation marks omitted); see also
State ex rel. Jones v. Crookham, 296 Or. 735, 741-
42, 681 P.2d 103[, 107] (1984) (requirements of due
process not met when defendant's contacts with
Oregon are 'minimal and fortuitous').

"Second, the action must 'arise out of or relate
to' the foreign defendant's 'activities in the forum
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State.'  Helicopteros Nacionales de Colombia, S.A.,
v. Hall, 466 U.S. 408, 414, 104 S. Ct. 1868, 80 L.
Ed. 2d 404 (1984); Burger King, 471 U.S. at 472, 105
S. Ct. 2174.  Stated differently, for an exercise of
specific jurisdiction to be valid, there must be 'a
"relationship among the defendant, the forum, and
the litigation."'  Helicopteros, 466 U.S. at 414,
104 S. Ct. 1868 (quoting Shaffer v. Heitner, 433
U.S. 186, 204, 97 S. Ct. 2569, 53 L. Ed. 2d 683
(1977)).  In further explaining that relationship,
the Supreme Court recently highlighted two means by
which specific jurisdiction attaches:  Jurisdiction
may attach if a party engages in 'activity [that] is
continuous and systematic and that activity gave
rise to the episode-in-suit.'  Goodyear, [564] U.S.
at [923], 131 S. Ct. at 2853 (internal quotation
marks omitted; emphasis in original).  Jurisdiction
may also attach if a party's 'certain single or
occasional acts in a State [are] sufficient to
render [him or her] answerable in that State with
respect to those acts, though not with respect to
matters unrelated to the forum connections.'  Id. 
(internal quotation marks omitted).  Thus, as
articulated by the Court, an exercise of specific
jurisdiction is appropriate in cases where the
controversy at issue 'derive[s] from, or connect[s]
with' a defendant's forum-related contacts.  Id. at
[919], 131 S. Ct. at 2851.

"Finally, a court must examine whether the
exercise of jurisdiction over a foreign defendant
comports with fair play and substantial justice,
taking into account various factors deemed relevant,
including an evaluation of the burden on a
defendant, the forum state's interest in obtaining
convenient and effective relief, the interstate
judicial system's interest in efficient resolution
of controversies, and furthering fundamental social
policies.  Asahi Metal Industry Co. v. Superior
Court, 480 U.S. 102, 113, 107 S. Ct. 1026, 94 L. Ed.
2d 92 (1987); Burger King, 471 U.S. at 476-77, 105
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S. Ct. 2174; see Circus Circus, 317 Or. at 159-60,
854 P. 2d 461."

354 Or. at 577-80, 316 P.3d at 291-92 (third emphasis

original; other emphases added; footnote omitted).  

1. General Jurisdiction

As the discussion of Goodyear in Robinson makes evident,

the United States Supreme Court in Goodyear recently

restricted the scope of general jurisdiction by requiring that

the foreign corporation have such contacts with the forum

state as to be "at home" there, such as being incorporated

there, having its principal place of business there, or having

some other comparable level of intensity of contact.  The

Court stated in Goodyear:

"International Shoe [Co. v. Washington, 326 U.S.
310 (1945)], distinguished from cases that fit
within the 'specific jurisdiction' categories,
'instances in which the continuous corporate
operations within a state [are] so substantial and
of such a nature as to justify suit against it on
causes of action arising from dealings entirely
distinct from those activities.'  326 U.S., at 318.
Adjudicatory authority so grounded is today called
'general jurisdiction.'  Helicopteros [Nacionales de
Colombia, S.A., v. Hall], 466 U.S. [408,] 414 n.9
[(1984)].  For an individual, the paradigm forum for
the exercise of general jurisdiction is the
individual's domicile; for a corporation, it is an
equivalent place, one in which the corporation is
fairly regarded as at home. ...
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"Since International Shoe, this Court's
decisions have elaborated primarily on circumstances
that warrant the exercise of specific jurisdiction,
particularly in cases involving 'single or
occasional acts' occurring or having their impact
within the forum State.  As a rule in these cases,
this Court has inquired whether there was 'some act
by which the defendant purposefully avail[ed] itself
of the privilege of conducting activities within the
forum State, thus invoking the benefits and
protections of its laws.'  Hanson v. Denckla, 357
U.S. 235, 253 (1958).  See, e.g., World–Wide
Volkswagen Corp. v. Woodson, 444 U.S. 286, 287, 297
(1980) (Oklahoma court may not exercise personal
jurisdiction 'over a nonresident automobile retailer
and its wholesale distributor in a products-
liability action, when the defendants' only
connection with Oklahoma is the fact that an
automobile sold in New York to New York residents
became involved in an accident in Oklahoma'); Burger
King Corp. v. Rudzewicz, 471 U.S. 462, 474–475
(1985) (franchisor headquartered in Florida may
maintain breach-of-contract action in Florida
against Michigan franchisees, where agreement
contemplated on-going interactions between
franchisees and franchisor's headquarters); Asahi
Metal Industry Co. v. Superior Court of Cal., Solano
Cty., 480 U.S. 102, 105 (1987) (Taiwanese tire
manufacturer settled product liability action
brought in California and sought indemnification
there from Japanese valve assembly manufacturer;
Japanese company's 'mere awareness ... that the
components it manufactured, sold, and delivered
outside the United States would reach the forum
State in the stream of commerce' held insufficient
to permit California court's adjudication of
Taiwanese company's cross-complaint); id., at 109
(opinion of O'Connor, J.); id., at 116–117 (Brennan,
J., concurring in part and concurring in judgment). 
See also Twitchell, The Myth of General
Jurisdiction, 101 Harv. L. Rev. 610, 628 (1988) (in
the wake of International Shoe, 'specific
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jurisdiction has become the centerpiece of modern
jurisdiction theory, while general jurisdiction
plays a reduced role').

"In only two decisions postdating International
Shoe, discussed infra, at 926-930, has this Court
considered whether an out-of-state corporate
defendant's in-state contacts were sufficiently
'continuous and systematic' to justify the exercise
of general jurisdiction over claims unrelated to
those contacts:  Perkins v. Benguet Consol. Mining
Co., 342 U.S. 437 (1952) (general jurisdiction
appropriately exercised over Philippine corporation
sued in Ohio, where the company's affairs were
overseen during World War II); and Helicopteros, 466
U.S. 408 (helicopter owned by Colombian corporation
crashed in Peru; survivors of U.S. citizens who died
in the crash, the Court held, could not maintain
wrongful-death actions against the Colombian
corporation in Texas, for the corporation's
helicopter purchases and purchase-linked activity in
Texas were insufficient to subject it to Texas
court's general jurisdiction)."

564 U.S. at 924-25 (emphasis added).  

The United States Supreme Court subsequently amplified

its restriction of the scope of general jurisdiction in

Daimler AG v. Bauman, 571 U.S. ___, 134 S. Ct. 746 (2014):

"Goodyear made clear that only a limited set of
affiliations with a forum will render a defendant
amenable to all-purpose jurisdiction there.  'For an
individual, the paradigm forum for the exercise of
general jurisdiction is the individual's domicile;
for a corporation, it is an equivalent place, one in
which the corporation is fairly regarded as at
home.'  564 U.S., at 924 (citing Brilmayer et al.,
A General Look at General Jurisdiction, 66 Texas L.
Rev. 721, 728 (1988)). With respect to a
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corporation, the place of incorporation and
principal place of business are 'paradig[m] ...
bases for general jurisdiction.' Id., at 735.  See
also Twitchell, [The Myth of General Jurisdiction,]
101 Harv. L. Rev. [610], at 633 [(1988)].  Those
affiliations have the virtue of being unique--that
is, each ordinarily indicates only one place--as
well as easily ascertainable.  Cf. Hertz Corp. v.
Friend, 559 U.S. 77, 94 (2010) ('Simple
jurisdictional rules ... promote greater
predictability.').  These bases afford plaintiffs
recourse to at least one clear and certain forum in
which a corporate defendant may be sued on any and
all claims.

"Goodyear did not hold that a corporation may be
subject to general jurisdiction only in a forum
where it is incorporated or has its principal place
of business; it simply typed those places paradigm
all-purpose forums.  Plaintiffs would have us look
beyond the exemplar bases Goodyear identified, and
approve the exercise of general jurisdiction in
every State in which a corporation 'engages in a
substantial, continuous, and systematic course of
business.' ...  That formulation, we hold, is
unacceptably grasping.

"As noted, see supra, at ____, the words
'continuous and systematic' were used in
International Shoe to describe instances in which
the exercise of specific jurisdiction would be
appropriate.  See 326 U.S., at 317 (jurisdiction can
be asserted where a corporation's in-state
activities are not only 'continuous and systematic,
but also give rise to the liabilities sued on'). 
Turning to all-purpose jurisdiction, in contrast,
International Shoe speaks of 'instances in which the
continuous corporate operations within a state [are]
so substantial and of such a nature as to justify
suit ... on causes of action arising from dealings
entirely distinct from those activities.'  Id., at
318 (emphasis added).  See also Twitchell, Why We
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Keep Doing Business With Doing–Business
Jurisdiction, 2001 U. Chi. Legal Forum 171, 184
(International Shoe 'is clearly not saying that
dispute-blind jurisdiction exists whenever
"continuous and systematic" contacts are found.'). 
Accordingly, the inquiry under Goodyear is not
whether a foreign corporation's in-forum contacts
can be said to be in some sense 'continuous and
systematic,' it is whether that corporation's
'affiliations with the State are so "continuous and
systematic" as to render [it] essentially at home in
the forum State.'  564 U.S., at 919.

"Here, neither Daimler nor MBUSA [Mercedes-Benz
USA, LLC] is incorporated in California, nor does
either entity have its principal place of business
there. If Daimler's California activities sufficed
to allow adjudication of this Argentina-rooted case
in California, the same global reach would
presumably be available in every other State in
which MBUSA's sales are sizable. Such exorbitant
exercises of all-purpose jurisdiction would scarcely
permit out-of-state defendants 'to structure their
primary conduct with some minimum assurance as to
where that conduct will and will not render them
liable to suit.'  Burger King Corp. [v. Rudzewicz],
471 U.S. [462], at 472 [(1985)] (internal quotation
marks omitted).

"It was therefore error for the Ninth Circuit to
conclude that Daimler, even with MBUSA's contacts
attributed to it, was at home in California, and
hence subject to suit there on claims by foreign
plaintiffs having nothing to do with anything that
occurred or had its principal impact in California."

571 U.S. at ___, 134 S. Ct. at 760-62 (first emphasis added;

footnotes omitted).  
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As Daimler makes clear, the inquiry as to general

jurisdiction under Goodyear is not whether GM Canada's

contacts with Alabama are in some way "continuous and

systematic," but whether its contacts with Alabama are so

"continuous and systematic" that it is essentially "at home"

here.  564 U.S. at 919.  GM Canada is not incorporated here;

its principal place of business is in Canada.  It

manufactures, assembles, and sells its product in Canada. 

There is simply no evidence in this case indicating that GM

Canada had contacts with Alabama that could be considered so

continuous and systematic that would render it "at home" in

Alabama.  Therefore, the trial court correctly concluded that

it did not have general jurisdiction over GM Canada. 

2. Specific Jurisdiction

Hinrichs argues that the trial court erred in holding

that his  claims did not arise out of or relate to GM Canada's

contacts in Alabama because, he argues, GM Canada manufactured

the vehicle in which Hinrichs was injured with the intention

and expectation that after it was manufactured in Canada it

would be distributed, sold, and used throughout the United

States, including Alabama.  Hinrichs maintains that a holding
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that GM Canada is not subject to specific jurisdiction in

Alabama would effectively grant "absolute immunity" to a

foreign manufacturer any time its product crosses a state line

from the state in which it was initially sold.  The location

of the sale, he says, is not the factor that subjects a

manufacturer to litigation in a particular forum.  Instead,

Hinrichs contends, "courts focus on whether the manufacturer

intended and expected for the product to be distributed, sold,

and used in the forum where the injury occurs."  Hinrichs's

brief, at 17.  

The trial court held that GM Canada's contacts with

Alabama did not arise out of or relate to Hinrichs's cause of

action.  Hinrichs argues that the trial court placed an

unreasonably restrictive interpretation on the phrase "arise

out of or relate to."  The majority of the federal circuit

courts of appeals that have interpreted the phrase, Hinrichs

says, agree that a "more flexible standard must be applied to

satisfy the requirements of due process, i.e., fairness." 

Hinrichs's brief, at 19.   He then argues that, if a claim2

We point out that the federal appellate cases Hinrichs2

cites were decided in the 1980s and early 1990s, years before
more recent precedent from the United States Supreme Court.  
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that arises in a forum is a foreseeable consequence of a

defendant's activities within that forum, then there is a

sufficient nexus between the defendant, the forum, and the

litigation to give rise to specific jurisdiction.  

Hinrichs maintains that GM Canada's contacts with Alabama

are continuous, substantial, and systematic.  He states that

GM Canada derives 80-90 percent of its profit from the United

States market, a profit he says is due in part to the

substantial amount of business done in Alabama through 120 GM

dealerships.  According to Hinrichs, GM Canada knows the

vehicles it manufacturers will be distributed, sold, and used

in Alabama. 

Hinrichs next argues that the location of the sale of the

Sierra is not conclusive in deciding whether a claim arises

out of or relates to GM Canada's contacts with Alabama. 

Because GM Canada purposefully sought to serve the United

States market, including Alabama, Hinrichs says, nothing

restricted the distribution, sale, or use of the Sierra in

Alabama; therefore, Hinrichs concludes, GM Canada's contacts

with Alabama, albeit unrelated to Hinrichs's claims, are not

fortuitous.  Hinrichs relies on Ex parte DBI, Inc., 23 So. 3d
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635 (Ala. 2009), and two unpublished federal district court

cases, Rowland v. General Motors of Canada Ltd., No.

1:11CV183-SA-SAA (N.D. Miss. July 8, 2013), and Ray v. Ford

Motor Co., No. Civ. A.307-CV-175-WH (M.D. Ala. July 11, 2008),

to support his contention that a foreign manufacturer is

subject to specific jurisdiction in Alabama even if a product

that causes injury in Alabama was sold elsewhere, and he

argues that GM Canada's contacts with Alabama are similar to

those addressed in DBI, Rowland, and Ray in that GM Canada

manufactures and sells vehicles for distribution, sale, and

use in any state in the United States.  Hinrichs also argues

that courts do not disregard the significance of where an

injury occurs when the injury takes place outside the forum. 

Citing Goodyear, he says that the United States Supreme Court

"stated that specific jurisdiction was appropriate where there

is 'an affiliatio[n] between the forum and the underlying

controversy,' principally, activity or an occurrence that

takes place in the forum State and is therefore subject to the

State's regulation."  Hinrichs's brief, at 31 (quoting

Goodyear, 564 U.S. at 919).  Hinrichs alleges that the

Goodyear Court found that specific jurisdiction was lacking,
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in part, because the "episode-in-suit, the bus accident,

occurred in France" and not the forum state.  The episode-in-

suit in this case, the automobile accident, he says, occurred

in Alabama, the forum state, and that occurrence, he argues,

is subject to Alabama's regulation.  

Finally, Hinrichs argues, the location of a seller of a

defendant's product, who is not a party to the action, is

irrelevant to determining whether a defendant's contacts with

a state relate to a plaintiff's claim.  Furthermore, he

argues, a plaintiff's residency is also irrelevant in

determining whether a defendant's contacts with a state arise

out of or relate to a plaintiff's claim.  Therefore, Hinrichs

concludes, the fact that the Sierra was sold in Pennsylvania

and was not sold to an Alabama resident is not conclusive in

determining whether his claim arose out of or related to GM

Canada's contacts with Alabama.  

In response, GM Canada argues that the trial court

properly held that it could not exercise specific jurisdiction

over GM Canada because, it says, Hinrichs's claims do not

arise out of and are not related to any contacts GM Canada had

with the State of Alabama.  GM Canada argues:
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"The contacts that form the basis for
jurisdiction must also 'proximately result from
actions by the defendant himself ....' Asahi, 480
U.S. at 109 (plurality opinion) (emphasis in
original; internal quotation marks omitted); see
also Walden v. Fiore, 134 S. Ct. 1115, 1121 (2014)
('[T]he relationship must arise out of contacts that
the "defendant himself" creates with the forum
State.') (emphasis in original); Frye v. Smith, 67
So. 3d 882, 894 (Ala. 2011) ('[I]t is essential in
each case that there be some act by which defendant
purposefully avails [him]self of the privilege of
conducting activities with the forum State, thus
invoking the benefits and protections of its
laws.')."

GM Canada's brief, at 42.  GM Canada contends that two key

undisputed facts preclude the exercise of specific

jurisdiction in this case: (1) the Sierra was sold in

Pennsylvania, not in Alabama, and (2) the Sierra did not enter

Alabama by any distribution channel used by GM or GM Canada,

but entered through the unilateral, fortuitous actions of

Vinson.  Moreover, GM Canada says, it assembled the Sierra and

sold it to GM in Canada, and GM distributed and sold the

Sierra to the O'Reilly dealership, which in turn sold the

Sierra to Vinson, a Pennsylvania resident at the time of the

sale.  GM Canada argues that courts have repeatedly rejected

Hinrichs's argument that specific jurisdiction over GM Canada

is proper because it was foreseeable that the Sierra might be
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involved in an accident in Alabama, citing World-Wide

Volkswagen Corp. v. Woodson, 444 U.S. 286, 295 (1980)

("'[F]oreseeability' alone has never been a sufficient

benchmark for personal jurisdiction under the Due Process

Clause."); and J. McIntyre Mach., Ltd. v. Nicastro, 564 U.S.

873, 891 (2011) (Breyer, J., concurring) (rejecting theory

that would "rest jurisdiction instead upon no more than the

occurrence of a product-based accident in the forum State" and

writing that "this Court has rejected the notion that a

defendant's amenability to suit 'travel[s] with the

chattel'").3

GM Canada also argues that the exercise of specific

jurisdiction cannot be based on the location of the underlying

accident or on GM's distribution of other vehicles in Alabama

that were manufactured by GM Canada.  GM Canada relies on Ex

parte Phil Owens Used Cars, Inc., 4 So. 3d 418 (Ala. 2008), a

product-liability action that arose out of a motor-vehicle

accident in Alabama in which the plaintiffs alleged that roof

and seat-belt defects in a 1985 Chevrolet conversion van

We note that McIntyre Machinery was a plurality opinion3

and that Justice Breyer concurred in the judgment with an
opinion in which Justice Alito joined.  
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caused their injuries.  Phil Owens Used Cars, a Georgia

dealership that sold and performed conversion work on the van,

moved to dismiss the case, arguing that the Alabama trial

court did not have jurisdiction over it.  In opposing Phil

Owens Used Cars' motion, the plaintiffs presented evidence

indicating that Phil Owens Used Cars had delivered at least 30

other vans to dealerships in Alabama.  The trial court denied

the motion to dismiss, and Phil Owens Used Cars filed a

petition for a writ of mandamus with this Court.  In granting

that petition, this Court held that the plaintiffs' cause of

action did not arise out of or relate to Phil Owens Used Cars'

contacts with Alabama so as to confer specific jurisdiction.

"Likewise, as to specific jurisdiction, although
in the mid–1980s Owens Used Cars produced conversion
vans based on specifications it received from
Alabama automobile dealerships and employees of
Owens Used Cars apparently delivered the conversion
vans to those dealerships in Alabama, see Asahi
Metal Indus. Co. v. Superior Court of California,
480 U.S. 102, 112, 107 S. Ct. 1026, 94 L. Ed. 2d 92
(1987) (plurality opinion) ('Additional conduct of
the defendant may indicate an intent or purpose to
serve the market in the forum State, for example,
designing the product for the market in the forum
State ....' (emphasis added)), the plaintiffs'
causes of action do not 'arise out of or relate to'
alleged defects in one of the vans Owens Used Cars
produced specifically for the Alabama market.  See
Burger King Corp. [v. Rudzewicz], 471 U.S. [462] at
472–73, 105 S. Ct. 2174 [(1985)] (noting that a
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defendant must have 'fair warning' that his contacts
with a state might subject him to the jurisdiction
of that state's courts:  'Where a forum seeks to
assert specific jurisdiction over an out-of-state
defendant who has not consented to suit there, th[e]
"fair warning" requirement is satisfied if the
defendant has "purposefully directed" his activities
at residents of the forum, ... and the litigation
results from alleged injuries that "arise out of or
relate to" those activities.' (emphasis added)). 
Instead, the plaintiffs' causes of action 'arose out
of and relate to' alleged defects in a van that
Owens Used Cars sold in Georgia to O & M, a Georgia
automobile dealership, which in turn sold the van to
Frank, an Alabama resident.  As to the van at issue,
the plaintiffs failed to present any evidence
indicating (1) that Owens Used Cars conducted any
marketing activities in Alabama that might have
enticed Frank to purchase the van or (2) that O & M
conducted marketing activities in Alabama and that
Owens Used Cars had sufficient knowledge of or
control over such Alabama marketing activities on O
& M's part so as to support a finding that Owens
Used Cars sought to serve the Alabama market through
the sale of its vans to O & M.  See World–Wide
Volkswagen Corp., 444 U.S. at 297, 100 S. Ct. 559;
Burger King Corp., supra; Ex parte Troncalli
Chrysler Plymouth Dodge, Inc., 876 So. 2d 459 (Ala.
2003)."

4 So. 3d at 427 (footnote omitted).  GM Canada maintains that

the jurisdictional principles discussed in Phil Owens Used

Cars are well settled and have been recognized at least since

World-Wide Volkswagen was decided, concluding that a stream-

of-commerce theory cannot form the basis for the exercise of

specific jurisdiction when the product does not arrive in the
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forum state by any distribution channel used by the defendant

but arrives in the forum state through the fortuitous acts of

a third party.  

GM Canada next argues that Hinrichs's reliance on DBI is

misplaced.  GM Canada says Hinrichs cites DBI for the

proposition that specific jurisdiction is appropriate even if

the sale of the product takes place in another state, but, GM

Canada states, the holding in DBI is actually the opposite.  

"The automobile containing the seat belt that
Leytham alleges malfunctioned and contributed to
Stabler's death did not find its way to Alabama
randomly and fortuitously.  To the contrary, a
dealer acting for a manufacturer with which DBI had
significant ties sold the vehicle in Alabama to an
Alabama resident who was driving on an Alabama
highway when she died as a result of the accident
that is the subject of this lawsuit.  In this
respect, the circumstances here are totally
different from those in World–Wide Volkswagen, where
an automobile purchased in New York from a New York
dealer by New York residents happened to be involved
in an accident in Oklahoma." 

23 So. 3d at 655.  Likewise, GM Canada says, in Ray, the

defendant, Ford Motor Company, manufactured a solenoid

assembly in the vehicle that was sold in Alabama pursuant to

Ford's distribution scheme, thus making its way into Alabama

via the stream of commerce as a result of that distribution

process, not through the fortuitous act of a consumer.  GM
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Canada maintains that GM Canada has no contacts with Alabama

that can support the exercise of specific jurisdiction over it

in this case.  

As this Court noted in DBI, decided in 2009, the United

States Supreme Court had not provided definitive guidance in

the area of personal jurisdiction for some time.  We noted

that "in the murky aftermath of the plurality opinions in

Asahi [Metal Industry Co. v. Superior Court of Cal., Solano

Cty., 480 U.S. 102 (1987)], the task [of defining the term

'due process'] has not been made any easier."  23 So. 3d at

649.  In Asahi, Justice O'Connor delivered the opinion for a

unanimous Court with respect to Part I; the opinion of the

Court with respect to Part II–B, which Chief Justice Rehnquist

and Justices Brennan, White, Marshall, Blackmun, Powell, and

Stevens joined; and an opinion with respect to Parts II–A and

III, which only Chief Justice Rehnquist and Justices Powell

and Scalia joined.  Justice Brennan filed an opinion

concurring in part and concurring in the judgment, which

Justices White, Marshall, and Blackmun joined.  Justice

Stevens also filed an opinion concurring in part and
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concurring in the judgment, which Justices White and Blackmun

joined. 

In Johnson v. Chrysler Canada Inc., 24 F. Supp. 3d 1118

(N.D. Ala. 2014), the United States District Court provided a

helpful analysis of the various Asahi opinions:

"In Asahi, Gary Zurcher was severely injured,
and his passenger and wife, Ruth Ann Moreno, was
killed, when Zurcher lost control of his Honda
motorcycle and collided with a tractor.  The
accident occurred in Solano County, California. 
Zurcher filed a product liability action in
California state court and alleged that the accident
was caused 'by a sudden loss of air and an explosion
in the rear tire of the motorcycle, and alleged that
the motorcycle tire, tube, and sealant were
defective.'  Asahi, 480 U.S. at 106, 107 S. Ct.
1026.  The complaint named, inter alia, Cheng Shin
Rubber Industrial Co., Ltd. (Cheng Shin), the
Taiwanese manufacturer of the tube.  Cheng Shin
filed a cross-complaint seeking indemnification from
its co-defendants and from petitioner, Asahi Metal
Industry Co., Ltd. (Asahi), the Japanese
manufacturer of the tube's valve assembly.  The
Court noted:

"'Asahi ... manufactures tire valve
assemblies in Japan and sells the
assemblies to Cheng Shin, and to several
other tire manufacturers, for use as
components in finished tire tubes.  Asahi's
sales to Cheng Shin took place in Taiwan. 
The shipments from Asahi to Cheng Shin were
sent from Japan to Taiwan.  Cheng Shin
bought and incorporated into its tire tubes
150,000 Asahi valve assemblies in 1978;
500,000 in 1979; 500,000 in 1980; 100,000
in 1981; and 100,000 in 1982.  Sales to
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Cheng Shin accounted for 1.24 percent of
Asahi's income in 1981 and 0.44 percent in
1982.  Cheng Shin alleged that
approximately 20 percent of its sales in
the United States are in California.  Cheng
Shin purchases valve assemblies from other
suppliers as well, and sells finished tubes
throughout the world.'

"Id.

"Writing for four of the justices, Justice
O'Connor first noted that, although World–Wide
Volkswagen rejected 'foreseeability' that a mobile
product might enter the forum as a basis for
jurisdiction, '[t]he Court disclaimed, however, the
idea that "foreseeability is wholly irrelevant" to
personal jurisdiction, concluding that "[t]he forum
State does not exceed its powers under the Due
Process Clause if it asserts personal jurisdiction
over a corporation that delivers its products into
the stream of commerce with the expectation that
they will be purchased by consumers in the forum
State."'  Id. (quoting World–Wide Volkswagen, 444
U.S. at 297–298, 100 S. Ct. 559).  Justice O'Connor
then noted that

"'[s]ome courts have understood the Due
Process Clause, as interpreted in
World–Wide Volkswagen, to allow an exercise
of personal jurisdiction to be based on no
more than the defendant's act of placing
the product in the stream of commerce.'

"Id. at 110, 107 S. Ct. 1026.  Under this approach,
there would be personal jurisdiction 'because the
stream of commerce eventually brought some valves
Asahi sold Cheng Shin into California,' and 'Asahi[]
[was aware] that its valves would be sold in
California.'  Id. at 110–111, 107 S. Ct. 1026. 
Justice O'Connor also noted that
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"'[o]ther courts have understood the
Due Process Clause and the above-quoted
language in World–Wide Volkswagen to
require the action of the defendant to be
more purposefully directed at the forum
State than the mere act of placing a
product in the stream of commerce.'

"Id. at 110, 107 S. Ct. 1026.

"Justice O'Connor, and three justices who
adopted her opinion, took the latter approach,
writing:

"'The substantial connection between
the defendant and the forum State necessary
for a finding of minimum contacts must come
about by an action of the defendant
purposefully directed toward the forum
State.  The placement of a product into the
stream of commerce, without more, is not an
act of the defendant purposefully directed
toward the forum State.  Additional conduct
of the defendant may indicate an intent or
purpose to serve the market in the forum
State, for example, designing the product
for the market in the forum State,
advertising in the forum State,
establishing channels for providing regular
advice to customers in the forum State, or
marketing the product through a distributor
who has agreed to serve as the sales agent
in the forum State.  But a defendant's
awareness that the stream of commerce may
or will sweep the product into the forum
State does not convert the mere act of
placing the product into the stream into an
act purposefully directed toward the forum
State.

"'Assuming, arguendo, that respondents
have established Asahi's awareness that
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some of the valves sold to Cheng Shin would
be incorporated into tire tubes sold in
California, respondents have not
demonstrated any action by Asahi to
purposefully avail itself of the California
market.  Asahi does not do business in
California.  It has no office, agents,
employees, or property in California.  It
does not advertise or otherwise solicit
business in California.  It did not create,
control, or employ the distribution system
that brought its valves to California. 
There is no evidence that Asahi designed
its product in anticipation of sales in
California.  On the basis of these facts,
the exertion of personal jurisdiction over
Asahi by the Superior Court of California
exceeds the limits of due process.'

"Id. at 112–13, 107 S. Ct. 1026 (internal quotes and
citations omitted).  Justice O'Connor's view has
become known as the 'stream of commerce plus' test. 

"Justice Brennan, writing for himself and three
other justices, would have required nothing more
than the defendant's knowledge that the product
would ultimately end up in the forum.  He wrote:

"'The stream of commerce refers not to
unpredictable currents or eddies, but to
the regular and anticipated flow of
products from manufacture to distribution
to retail sale.  As long as a participant
in this process is aware that the final
product is being marketed in the forum
State, the possibility of a lawsuit there
cannot come as a surprise.  Nor will the
litigation present a burden for which there
is no corresponding benefit.  A defendant
who has placed goods in the stream of
commerce benefits economically from the
retail sale of the final product in the
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forum State, and indirectly benefits from
the State's laws that regulate and
facilitate commercial activity.  These
benefits accrue regardless of whether that
participant directly conducts business in
the forum State, or engages in additional
conduct directed toward that State.'

"Id. at 117, 107 S. Ct. 1026.  He then, citing to
his own dissent from World–Wide Volkswagen, wrote:

"'The Court in World–Wide Volkswagen thus
took great care to distinguish "between a
case involving goods which reach a distant
State through a chain of distribution and
a case involving goods which reach the same
State because a consumer ... took them
there."'

"Id. at 120, 107 S. Ct. 1026 (citations omitted). 
Justice Brennan then concluded:

"'[A]lthough Asahi did not design or
control the system of distribution that
carried its valve assemblies into
California, Asahi was aware of the
distribution system's operation, and it
knew that it would benefit economically
from the sale in California of products
incorporating its components.  Accordingly,
I cannot join [Justice O'Connor's opinion]
that Asahi's regular and extensive sales of
component parts to a manufacturer it knew
was making regular sales of the final
product in California is insufficient to
establish minimum contacts with
California.'

"Id. at 121, 107 S. Ct. 1026.

"As no stream of commerce approach garnered a
majority, the issue remained unsettled."
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24 F. Supp. 3d at 1127-29.  

In DBI, we applied World-Wide Volkswagen and Burger King

Corp. v. Rudzewicz, 471 U.S. 462 (1985), the last discussions

by the United States Supreme Court that were not hampered by

the lack of a majority.  In 2011, however, the Court decided

Goodyear, a unanimous opinion.  Although Goodyear was decided

on the basis of a lack of general jurisdiction, the opinion

discussed the principles of specific jurisdiction.  

In 2013, the United States Supreme Court delivered

another plurality opinion, McIntyre Machinery, which Justice

Kennedy authored and which Chief Justice Roberts and Justice

Scalia and Justice Thomas joined.  Justice Breyer filed an

opinion concurring in the judgment, which Justice Alito

joined.  Justice Ginsburg filed a dissenting opinion, joined

by Justice Sotomayor and Justice Kagan.  The federal district

court in Johnson also provided a helpful analysis of the

various McIntyre Machinery opinions:

"In McIntyre, the Court was faced with an appeal
from the Supreme Court of New Jersey, which, having
essentially adopted Justice Brennan's approach from
Asahi,

"'held that New Jersey's courts can
exercise jurisdiction over a foreign
manufacturer of a product so long as the
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manufacturer knows or reasonably should
know that its products are distributed
through a nationwide distribution system
that might lead to those products being
sold in any of the fifty states.'

"McIntyre, [564 U.S. at 877,] 131 S. Ct. at 2785
(original quotes and citations omitted).  In that
case, Robert Nicastro seriously injured his hand in
New Jersey while using a metal-shearing machine
manufactured in England by J. McIntyre Machinery,
Ltd. (J. McIntyre).  J. McIntyre is incorporated and
operates in England.  Writing for himself and three
other justices, Justice Kennedy noted the following
additional facts:

"'First, an independent company agreed
to sell J. McIntyre's machines in the
United States.  J. McIntyre itself did not
sell its machines to buyers in this country
beyond the U.S. distributor, and there is
no allegation that the distributor was
under J. McIntyre's control.  Second, J.
McIntyre officials attended annual
conventions for the scrap recycling
industry to advertise J. McIntyre's
machines alongside the distributor.  The
conventions took place in various States,
but never in New Jersey.  Third, no more
than four machines (the record suggests
only one), including the machine that
caused the injuries that are the basis for
this suit, ended up in New Jersey.  In
addition to these facts emphasized by
petitioner, the New Jersey Supreme Court
noted that J. McIntyre held both United
States and European patents on its
recycling technology.  It also noted that
the U.S. distributor "structured [its]
advertising and sales efforts in accordance
with" J. McIntyre's "direction and guidance
whenever possible," and that "at least some
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of the machines were sold on consignment
to" the distributor.'

"McIntyre, [564 U.S. at 878-79,] 131 S. Ct. at 2786. 
Justice Kennedy also noted that J. McIntyre 'at no
time either marketed goods in the State or shipped
them there.'  [564 U.S. at 878, 131 S. Ct.] at 2786.

"Justice Kennedy rejected the New Jersey Supreme
Court's broad stream of commerce approach, writing:

"'The principal inquiry in cases of
this sort is whether the defendant's
activities manifest an intention to submit
to the power of a sovereign.  In other
words, the defendant must purposefully
avai[l] itself of the privilege of
conducting activities within the forum
State, thus invoking the benefits and
protections of its laws.  Sometimes a
defendant does so by sending its goods
rather than its agents.  The defendant's
transmission of goods permits the exercise
of jurisdiction only where the defendant
can be said to have targeted the forum; as
a general rule, it is not enough that the
defendant might have predicted that its
goods will reach the forum State.'

"[564 U.S. at 882, 131 S. Ct.] at 2788 (citations
omitted).  He then noted that, in Asahi, Justice
Brennan had 'discarded the central concept of
sovereign authority in favor of considerations of
fairness and foreseeability,' based on the premise
'that the defendant's ability to anticipate suit
renders the assertion of jurisdiction fair.  In this
way, the opinion made foreseeability the touchstone
of jurisdiction.'  [564 U.S. at 882-83, 131 S. Ct.]
at 2788.  Justice Kennedy then stated that '[t]his
Court's precedents make clear that it is the
defendant's actions, not his expectations, that
empower a State's courts to subject him to
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judgment,' and noted that 'jurisdiction is in the
first instance a question of authority rather than
fairness.'  Id.  Justice Kennedy wrote that Justice
Brennan's opinion, 'advocating a rule based on
general notions of fairness and foreseeability, is
inconsistent with the premises of lawful judicial
power.'  [564 U.S. at 883, 131 S. Ct.] at 2789.

"Justice Breyer, writing for himself and Justice
Alito, agreed that the New Jersey court could not
constitutionally exercise jurisdiction.  However, he
stated:

"'In my view, the outcome of this case
is determined by our precedents.

"'....

"'In asserting jurisdiction over the
British Manufacturer, the Supreme Court of
New Jersey relied most heavily on three
primary facts as providing constitutionally
sufficient "contacts" with New Jersey,
thereby making it fundamentally fair to
hale the British Manufacturer before its
courts:  (1) The American Distributor on
one occasion sold and shipped one machine
to a New Jersey customer, namely, Mr.
Nicastro's employer, Mr. Curcio;  (2) the
British Manufacturer permitted, indeed
wanted, its independent American
Distributor to sell its machines to anyone
in America willing to buy them; and (3)
representatives of the British Manufacturer
attended trade shows in "such cities as
Chicago, Las Vegas, New Orleans, Orlando,
San Diego, and San Francisco."  In my view,
these facts do not provide contacts between
the British firm and the State of New
Jersey constitutionally sufficient to
support New Jersey's assertion of
jurisdiction in this case.'
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"[564 U.S. at 887-88, 131 S. Ct.] at 2791.  In
explaining this decision, Justice Breyer was first
clear that

"'[n]one of our precedents finds that a
single isolated sale, even if accompanied
by the kind of sales effort indicated here,
is sufficient.  Rather, this Court's
previous holdings suggest the contrary. 
The Court has held that a single sale to a
customer who takes an accident-causing
product to a different State (where the
accident takes place) is not a sufficient
basis for asserting jurisdiction.  See
World–Wide Volkswagen Corp. v. Woodson, 444
U.S. 286, 100 S. Ct. 559, 62 L. Ed. 2d 490
(1980).  And the Court, in separate
opinions, has strongly suggested that a
single sale of a product in a State does
not constitute an adequate basis for
asserting jurisdiction over an out-of-state
defendant, even if that defendant places
his goods in the stream of commerce, fully
aware (and hoping) that such a sale will
take place.  See Asahi Metal Industry Co.
v. Superior Court of Cal., Solano Cty., 480
U.S. 102, 111, 112, 107 S. Ct. 1026, 94 L.
Ed. 2d 92 (1987) (opinion of O'Connor, J.)
(requiring "something more" than simply
placing "a product into the stream of
commerce," even if defendant is "awar[e]"
that the stream "may or will sweep the
product into the forum State"); id., at
117, 107 S. Ct. 1026 (Brennan, J.,
concurring in part and concurring in
judgment) (jurisdiction should lie where a
sale in a State is part of "the regular and
anticipated flow" of commerce into the
State, but not where that sale is only an
"edd[y]," i.e., an isolated occurrence);
id., at 122, 107 S. Ct. 1026 (Stevens, J.,
concurring in part and concurring in
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judgment) (indicating that "the volume, the
value, and the hazardous character" of a
good may affect the jurisdictional inquiry
and emphasizing Asahi's "regular course of
dealing").

"'Here, the relevant facts found by
the New Jersey Supreme Court show no
"regular ... flow" or "regular course" of
sales in New Jersey; and there is no
"something more," such as special state-
related design, advertising, advice,
marketing, or anything else.  Mr. Nicastro,
who here bears the burden of proving
jurisdiction, has shown no specific effort
by the British Manufacturer to sell in New
Jersey.  He has introduced no list of
potential New Jersey customers who might,
for example, have regularly attended trade
shows.  And he has not otherwise shown that
the British Manufacturer "purposefully
avail[ed] itself of the privilege of
conducting activities" within New Jersey,
or that it delivered its goods in the
stream of commerce "with the expectation
that they will be purchased" by New Jersey
users.  World–Wide Volkswagen, supra, at
297–298, 100 S. Ct. 559 (internal quotation
marks omitted).'

"[564 U.S. at 888-89, 131 S. Ct.] at 2791–92
(alterations in original).

"Justice Breyer did not like the plurality's
'strict rules that limit jurisdiction where a
defendant does not "inten[d] to submit to the power
of a sovereign" and cannot "be said to have targeted
the forum."'  [564 U.S. at 890, 131 S. Ct.] at 2793
(alterations in original) (quoting [564 U.S. at 882,
131 S. Ct.] at 2788).  He noted[:]
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"'[W]hat do those standards mean when a
company targets the world by selling
products from its Web site?  And does it
matter if, instead of shipping the products
directly, a company consigns the products
through an intermediary (say, Amazon.com)
who then receives and fulfills the orders? 
And what if the company markets its
products through popup advertisements that
it knows will be viewed in a forum?  Those
issues have serious commercial consequences
but are totally absent in this case.'

"[564 U.S. at 890, 131 S. Ct.] at 2793 (alteration
supplied) (parenthetical in original).  On the other
hand, he was not

"'persuaded by the absolute approach
adopted by the New Jersey Supreme Court and
urged by respondent and his amici.  Under
that view, a producer is subject to
jurisdiction for a products-liability
action so long as it "knows or reasonably
should know that its products are
distributed through a nationwide
distribution system that might lead to
those products being sold in any of the
fifty states."  [Nicastro v. McIntyre Mach.
Am., Ltd., 201 N.J. 48, 75–76, 987 A. 2d
575, 591 (2010)] (emphasis added).  In the
context of this case, I cannot agree.

"'For one thing, to adopt this view
would abandon the heretofore accepted
inquiry of whether, focusing upon the
relationship between "the defendant, the
forum, and the litigation," it is fair, in
light of the defendant's contacts with that
forum, to subject the defendant to suit
there.  Shaffer v. Heitner, 433 U.S. 186,
204, 97 S. Ct. 2569, 53 L. Ed. 2d 683
(1977) (emphasis added).  It would
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ordinarily rest jurisdiction instead upon
no more than the occurrence of a product-
based accident in the forum State.  But
this Court has rejected the notion that a
defendant's amenability to suit "travel[s]
with the chattel."  World–Wide Volkswagen,
444 U.S., at 296, 100 S. Ct. 559.

"'For another, I cannot reconcile so
automatic a rule with the constitutional
demand for "minimum contacts" and
"purposefu[l] avail[ment]," each of which
rest upon a particular notion of defendant-
focused fairness.  Id., at 291, 297, 100 S.
Ct. 559 (internal quotation marks omitted). 
A rule like the New Jersey Supreme Court's
would permit every State to assert
jurisdiction in a products-liability suit
against any domestic manufacturer who sells
its products (made anywhere in the United
States) to a national distributor, no
matter how large or small the manufacturer,
no matter how distant the forum, and no
matter how few the number of items that end
up in the particular forum at issue.  What
might appear fair in the case of a large
manufacturer which specifically seeks, or
expects, an equal-sized distributor to sell
its product in a distant State might seem
unfair in the case of a small manufacturer
(say, an Appalachian potter) who sells his
product (cups and saucers) exclusively to
a large distributor, who resells a single
item (a coffee mug) to a buyer from a
distant State (Hawaii).  I know too little
about the range of these or in-between
possibilities to abandon in favor of the
more absolute rule what has previously been
this Court's less absolute approach.

"'Further, the fact that the defendant
is a foreign, rather than a domestic,
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manufacturer makes the basic fairness of an
absolute rule yet more uncertain.  I am
again less certain than is the New Jersey
Supreme Court that the nature of
international commerce has changed so
significantly as to require a new approach
to personal jurisdiction.

"'It may be that a larger firm can
readily "alleviate the risk of burdensome
litigation by procuring insurance, passing
the expected costs on to customers, or, if
the risks are too great, severing its
connection with the State."  World–Wide
Volkswagen, supra, at 297, 100 S. Ct. 559. 
But manufacturers come in many shapes and
sizes.  It may be fundamentally unfair to
require a small Egyptian shirt maker, a
Brazilian manufacturing cooperative, or a
Kenyan coffee farmer, selling its products
through international distributors, to
respond to products-liability tort suits in
virtually every State in the United States,
even those in respect to which the foreign
firm has no connection at all but the sale
of a single (allegedly defective) good. 
And a rule like the New Jersey Supreme
Court suggests would require every product
manufacturer, large or small, selling to
American distributors to understand not
only the tort law of every State, but also
the wide variance in the way courts within
different States apply that law.  See,
e.g., Dept. of Justice, Bureau of Justice
Statistics Bulletin, Tort Trials and
Verdicts in Large Counties, 2001, p. 11
(reporting percentage of plaintiff winners
in tort trials among 46 populous counties,
ranging from 17.9% (Worcester, Mass.) to
69.1% (Milwaukee, Wis.)).'
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"[564 U.S. at 891-92, 131 S. Ct.] at 2793–94
(alteration supplied).

"In the end, however, Justice Breyer was clear
that he 'would not work such a change to the law in
the way either the plurality or the New Jersey
Supreme Court suggests without a better
understanding of the relevant contemporary
commercial circumstances.'  [564 U.S. at 892-93, 131
S. Ct.] at 2794.

"Justices Ginsburg, Sotomayor, and Kagan joined
in a dissent, concluding that, based on the
defendant's conduct, jurisdiction existed."

24 F. Supp. 3d at 1129-33.  

Then, in 2014, the Supreme Court decided Daimler, in

which eight Justices concurred and Justice Sotomayor concurred

in the judgment.  Like Goodyear, Daimler was decided on the

basis of a lack of general jurisdiction, but discussed the

principles of specific jurisdiction.  Also in 2014, the

Supreme Court decided Walden v. Fiore, 571 U.S. ___, 134 S.

Ct. 1115 (2014), a unanimous decision delivered by Justice

Thomas, on the principles of specific jurisdiction.  The Court

in Walden stated:

"The Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment constrains a State's authority to bind a
nonresident defendant to a judgment of its courts. 
World–Wide Volkswagen Corp. v. Woodson, 444 U.S.
286, 291 (1980).  Although a nonresident's physical
presence within the territorial jurisdiction of the
court is not required, the nonresident generally
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must have 'certain minimum contacts ... such that
the maintenance of the suit does not offend
"traditional notions of fair play and substantial
justice."'  International Shoe Co. v. Washington,
326 U.S. 310, 316 (1945) (quoting Milliken v. Meyer,
311 U.S. 457, 463 (1940)).

"This case addresses the 'minimum contacts'
necessary to create specific jurisdiction.  The
inquiry whether a forum State may assert specific
jurisdiction over a nonresident defendant 'focuses
on "the relationship among the defendant, the forum,
and the litigation."'  Keeton v. Hustler Magazine,
Inc., 465 U.S. 770, 775 (1984) (quoting Shaffer v.
Heitner, 433 U.S. 186, 204 (1977)).  For a State to
exercise jurisdiction consistent with due process,
the defendant's suit-related conduct must create a
substantial connection with the forum State.  Two
related aspects of this necessary relationship are
relevant in this case.

"First, the relationship must arise out of
contacts that the 'defendant himself' creates with
the forum State.  Burger King Corp. v. Rudzewicz,
471 U.S. 462, 475 (1985).  Due process limits on the
State's adjudicative authority principally protect
the liberty of the nonresident defendant--not the
convenience of plaintiffs or third parties.  See
World–Wide Volkswagen Corp., supra, at 291–292.  We
have consistently rejected attempts to satisfy the
defendant-focused 'minimum contacts' inquiry by
demonstrating contacts between the plaintiff (or
third parties) and the forum State.  See
Helicopteros Nacionales de Colombia, S.A. v. Hall,
466 U.S. 408, 417 (1984) ('[The] unilateral activity
of another party or a third person is not an
appropriate consideration when determining whether
a defendant has sufficient contacts with a forum
State to justify an assertion of jurisdiction').  We
have thus rejected a plaintiff's argument that a
Florida court could exercise personal jurisdiction
over a trustee in Delaware based solely on the
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contacts of the trust's settlor, who was domiciled
in Florida and had executed powers of appointment
there.  Hanson v. Denckla, 357 U.S. 235, 253–254
(1958).  We have likewise held that Oklahoma courts
could not exercise personal jurisdiction over an
automobile distributor that supplies New York, New
Jersey, and Connecticut dealers based only on an
automobile purchaser's act of driving it on Oklahoma
highways.  World–Wide Volkswagen Corp., supra, at
298.  Put simply, however significant the
plaintiff's contacts with the forum may be, those
contacts cannot be 'decisive in determining whether
the defendant's due process rights are violated.' 
Rush [v. Savchuk], 444 U.S. [320], at 332 [(1980)].

"Second, our 'minimum contacts' analysis looks
to the defendant's contacts with the forum State
itself, not the defendant's contacts with persons
who reside there.  See, e.g., International Shoe,
supra, at 319 (Due process 'does not contemplate
that a state may make binding a judgment in personam
against an individual ... with which the state has
no contacts, ties, or relations'); Hanson, supra, at
251 ('However minimal the burden of defending in a
foreign tribunal, a defendant may not be called upon
to do so unless he has had the "minimal contacts"
with that State that are a prerequisite to its
exercise of power over him').  Accordingly, we have
upheld the assertion of jurisdiction over defendants
who have purposefully 'reach[ed] out beyond' their
State and into another by, for example, entering a
contractual relationship that 'envisioned continuing
and wide-reaching contacts' in the forum State,
Burger King, supra, at 479–480, or by circulating
magazines to 'deliberately exploi[t]' a market in
the forum State, Keeton, supra, at 781.  And
although physical presence in the forum is not a
prerequisite to jurisdiction, Burger King, supra, at
476, physical entry into the State--either by the
defendant in person or through an agent, goods,
mail, or some other means--is certainly a relevant
contact.  See, e.g., Keeton, supra, at 773–774.
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"But the plaintiff cannot be the only link
between the defendant and the forum.  Rather, it is
the defendant's conduct that must form the necessary
connection with the forum State that is the basis
for its jurisdiction over him.  See Burger King,
supra, at 478 ('If the question is whether an
individual's contract with an out-of-state party
alone can automatically establish sufficient minimum
contacts in the other party's home forum, we believe
the answer clearly is that it cannot'); Kulko v.
Superior Court of Cal., City and County of San
Francisco, 436 U.S. 84, 93 (1978) (declining to
'find personal jurisdiction in a State ... merely
because [the plaintiff in a child support action]
was residing there').  To be sure, a defendant's
contacts with the forum State may be intertwined
with his transactions or interactions with the
plaintiff or other parties.  But a defendant's
relationship with a plaintiff or third party,
standing alone, is an insufficient basis for
jurisdiction.  See Rush, supra, at 332 ('Naturally,
the parties' relationships with each other may be
significant in evaluating their ties to the forum. 
The requirements of International Shoe, however,
must be met as to each defendant over whom a state
court exercises jurisdiction').  Due process
requires that a defendant be haled into court in a
forum State based on his own affiliation with the
State, not based on the 'random, fortuitous, or
attenuated' contacts he makes by interacting with
other persons affiliated with the State.  Burger
King, 471 U.S., at 475 (internal quotation marks
omitted)."

571 U.S. at ___, 134 S. Ct. at 1121-23 (footnote omitted;

first emphasis added). 

Walden makes it clear that, absent general jurisdiction,

the precedents of the United States Supreme Court require
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that, for specific jurisdiction to exist, GM Canada's in-state

activity must "g[i]ve rise to the episode-in-suit," Goodyear,

564 U.S. at 923, and involve "'adjudication of issues deriving

from, or connected with, the very controversy that establishes

jurisdiction,'" 564 U.S. at 919.  Moreover, Walden clearly

holds that whether a forum state can constitutionally assert

specific jurisdiction over a nonresident defendant "'focuses

on "the relationship among the defendant, the forum, and the

litigation."'"  Walden, 571 U.S. at ___, 134 S. Ct. at 1121

(quoting Keeton v. Hustler Magazine, Inc., 465 U.S. 770, 775

(1984), quoting in turn Shaffer v. Heitner, 433 U.S. 186, 204

(1977)).  Walden then clearly instructs that if a state is to

exercise jurisdiction consistent with due process, "the

defendant's suit-related conduct must create a substantial

connection with the forum State."  571 U.S. at ___, 134 S. Ct.

at 1121 (emphasis added).  

Here, there is no evidence of any suit-related contact

between GM Canada and Alabama.  Hinrichs argues that his

claims are related to the activities of GM Canada because the

vehicle in which he was injured was intentionally manufactured

by GM Canada for distribution, sale, and use throughout the
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United States, including Alabama.  We must, therefore,

determine whether a stream-of-commerce analysis consistent

with existing precedent can be applied to uphold specific

jurisdiction over GM Canada under the facts of this case.  The

starting point of the stream of commerce in this case is GM

Canada's anticipation of the presence of its vehicles in all

50 states, necessarily including Alabama.  But it is

undisputed that the stream of commerce for the Sierra ended at

its sale in Pennsylvania, approximately 1,000 miles from

Alabama. 

In D'Jamoos v. Pilatus Aircraft Ltd., 566 F.3d 94 (3d

Cir. 2009), an aircraft manufactured in Switzerland by Pilatus

crashed in Pennsylvania while attempting to land, killing all

six persons aboard.  The aircraft was making a scheduled stop

in Pennsylvania while on a flight from Florida to Rhode

Island.  The majority of the aircraft manufactured by Pilatus

are sold in the United States, but the aircraft involved in

this crash was sold in France, not Pennsylvania, the forum

state, and reached the United States through a series of

resales in which Pilatus was not involved, none of which took
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place in Pennsylvania.  The United States Court of Appeals for

the Third Circuit held:

"As an alternative basis for supporting
jurisdiction, appellants contend that Pilatus has
minimum contacts within Pennsylvania under a stream-
of-commerce theory.  Courts have relied on the
stream-of-commerce theory to find a basis for
personal jurisdiction over a non-resident defendant,
often a manufacturer or distributor, which has
injected its goods into the forum state indirectly
via the so-called  'stream of commerce.'  See
Pennzoil Prods. Co. v. Colelli & Assocs., 149 F.3d
197, 203 (3d Cir. 1998); Max Daetwyler Corp. v. R.
Meyer, 762 F.2d 290, 298–300 (3d Cir. 1985).

"Appellants contend that Pilatus injected its
planes into the stream of commerce expecting that
they would reach the United States.  By adding to
that contention the highly mobile nature of the
PC–12, which is designed for interstate travel and
which Pilatus promotes as an '"SUV" of the skies,'
... appellants argue it was wholly foreseeable to
Pilatus that one of its planes ultimately could
cause injury in Pennsylvania.  But even if we accept
these contentions, the stream-of-commerce theory
does not provide a basis for jurisdiction in this
case.

"As an initial matter, '"foreseeability" alone
has never been a sufficient benchmark for personal
jurisdiction under the Due Process Clause.'  [World-
Wide Volkswagen v.] Woodson, 444 U.S. [286,] 295,
100 S. Ct. [559,] 566 [(1980)].  Instead, the
foreseeability that is critical to due process
analysis is not the mere likelihood that a product
will find its way into the forum State.  Rather, it
is that the defendant's conduct and connection with
the forum State are such that he should reasonably
anticipate being haled into court there.  Id. at
297, 100 S. Ct. at 567.  As we noted above,
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Pilatus's 'conduct and connection with' Pennsylvania
fail to meet this standard.  See id. Moreover, the
Supreme Court in Woodson squarely dismissed the
contention appellants make in this case that the
foreseeability analysis necessarily is influenced by
the highly mobile nature of the product at issue. 
Id. at 296 n.11, 100 S. Ct. at 567 n.11 ('[W]e see
no difference for jurisdictional purposes between an
automobile and any other chattel.').

"In any event, it is absolutely fatal to
appellants' stream-of-commerce argument that the
subject aircraft did not actually enter Pennsylvania
through a 'stream of commerce' as that term is
generally understood--i.e., 'the regular and
anticipated flow of products from manufacture to
distribution to retail sale.'  See Asahi Metal
Indus. Co. v. Superior Court, 480 U.S. 102, 117, 107
S. Ct. 1026, 1034, 94 L. Ed. 2d 92 (1987) (Brennan,
J., concurring).  Any 'stream' of planes from
Pilatus to Pennsylvania would begin with Pilatus's
manufacture of them and be followed by Pilatus's
sale to them to PilBAL [Pilatus Business Aircraft,
Ltd., a United States subsidiary of Pilatus].  Then
PilBAL would distribute the planes to SkyTech [Inc.,
an independent dealer that purchased spare parts
from PilBAL], and finally SkyTech would sell the
planes to buyers in Pennsylvania.  It is by this
path--from the Swiss manufacturing facility to
PilBAL to regional dealer to end purchaser--that
Pilatus targets the American market and intends and
expects its aircraft to reach customers in the
United States, including, arguably, those in
Pennsylvania.

"If the claim in this case had arisen out of
these efforts to serve, even indirectly, the
Pennsylvania market, then it would make sense to
evaluate Pilatus's conduct under the stream-of-
commerce theory.  See Woodson, 444 U.S. at 297, 100
S. Ct. at 567 (stating that, if the sale of a
product 'arises from the efforts of the manufacturer
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or distributor to serve, directly or indirectly, the
market for its product in other States, it is not
unreasonable to subject it to suit in one of those
States if its allegedly defective merchandise has
there been the source of injury to its owner or to
others').  It is undisputed, however, that the
aircraft involved in this case did not follow the
foregoing regular and anticipated path to
Pennsylvania.  Rather, Pilatus sold the aircraft to
a French buyer who resold it to a Swiss company (not
Pilatus) that, in turn, resold it to a Massachusetts
company that brought it to the United States and
sold it to the Rhode Island company, its owner at
the time of the accident.

"By arguing that a stream-of-commerce analysis
could support jurisdiction even when the product at
issue did not go through the 'stream,' appellants
essentially ask us to find that the stream-of-
commerce theory provides an independent source of
personal jurisdiction over Pilatus, a source
unrelated to appellants' claims.  However, the fact
that other Pilatus planes have followed a certain
path to Pennsylvania and other states cannot provide
the necessary connection between Pilatus and
Pennsylvania to support specific jurisdiction in
this case, because the aircraft involved here
reached Pennsylvania by a series of fortuitous
circumstances independent of any distribution
channel Pilatus employed.  If we held otherwise, we
impermissibly would remove the 'arising from or
related to' requirement from the specific
jurisdiction test and unjustifiably would treat the
stream-of-commerce theory as a source of general
jurisdiction.  See Purdue Research Found. v.
Sanofi–Synthelabo, S.A., 338 F.3d 773, 788 (7th Cir.
2003) (holding that stream-of-commerce theory 'is
relevant only to the exercise of specific
jurisdiction; it provides no basis for exercising
general jurisdiction over a nonresident defendant');
Bearry v. Beech Aircraft Corp., 818 F.2d 370, 375
(5th Cir. 1987) ('A conclusion that there is a
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stream of commerce ensures that the contact that
caused harm in the forum occurred there through the
defendant's conduct and not the plaintiff's
unilateral activities; it does not ensure that
defendant's relationship with the forum is
continuous and systematic, such that it can be sued
there for unrelated claims.')."  

566 F.3d at 104-06 (emphasis on the word "other" original;

other emphasis added).

Although existing Supreme Court precedent on stream of

commerce as a basis for specific jurisdiction is not a model

of clarity, it is clear that a majority of the United States

Supreme Court has yet to hold that foreseeability alone is

sufficient to subject a nonresident defendant to specific

jurisdiction in the forum state.  This conclusion is

consistent with a law-review article quoted with approval in

Daimler describing International Shoe as clearly not saying

that "dispute-blind" jurisdiction is appropriate in cases

involving specific jurisdiction.  571 U.S. at ___, 134 S. Ct.

at 761.  

In Walden, the United States Supreme Court's most recent

pronouncement on specific jurisdiction and the first case in

many years to garner a unanimous Court on the subject, the

Supreme Court emphatically underscored the requirement that
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the claim against the defendant have a suit-related  nexus

with the forum state before specific jurisdiction can attach. 

The Walden Court left no room for any exceptions.  "For a

State to exercise [specific] jurisdiction consistent with due

process, the defendant's suit-related conduct must create a

substantial connection with the forum State."  571 U.S. at

___, 134 S. Ct. at 1121 (emphasis added).  Smith, the owner of

the vehicle in which Hinrichs was injured, brought the Sierra

to Alabama.  However, Smith's "'unilateral activity of

[bringing the car to Alabama, in which GM Canada did not

participate,] is not an appropriate consideration when

determining whether a defendant has sufficient contacts with

a forum State to justify an assertion of jurisdiction.'"  571

U.S. at ___, 134 S. Ct. at 1122 (quoting Helicopteros

Nacionales de Colombia, S.A. v. Hall, 466 U.S. 408, 417

(1984)).  

Several federal district court cases are also instructive

and consistent with Walden.  In the following cases, the

allegedly defective product was purchased in the forum state

and the trial court found specific jurisdiction:  Johnson v.

Chrysler Canada Inc., supra (finding specific jurisdiction
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where motor-vehicle accident happened in Alabama involving

vehicle manufactured in Canada and sold in Alabama to Alabama

resident and manufacturer knew vehicle was bound for Alabama

when it was sold); Rowland, supra (finding specific

jurisdiction where motor-vehicle accident happened in

Mississippi involving vehicle manufactured in Canada and sold

in Mississippi to Mississippi resident); King v. General

Motors Corp., No. 5:11-cv-2269-AKK (N.D. Ala. April 18, 2012)

(unpublished decision) (finding specific jurisdiction where

motor-vehicle accident happened in Alabama involving vehicle

manufactured in Canada and sold in Alabama to Alabama

resident);  Graham v. Hamilton, Civil Action No. 3:11-609

(W.D. La. March 15, 2012) (unpublished decision) (exercising

specific jurisdiction where motor-vehicle accident happened in

Louisiana involving vehicle manufactured in Canada and sold in

Louisiana to Louisiana resident); and Ray, supra (finding that

solenoid manufacturer had purposefully directed contact toward

Alabama and finding specific jurisdiction where motor-vehicle

accident caused by defective solenoid in brakes happened in

Alabama involving solenoid manufactured in Michigan

specifically for Ford and installed by Ford and sold in
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Alabama to Alabama resident).  See also Soria v. Chrysler

Canada, Inc., 2011 Ill. App. 2d 101236, 958 N.E.2d 285, 354

Ill. Dec. 542 (2011) (finding specific jurisdiction where

motor-vehicle accident happened in Illinois involving vehicle

manufactured in Canada and sold in Illinois to Illinois

resident and manufacturer knew vehicle was bound for Illinois

when it was sold).  But see Francis v. Bridgestone Corp.,

Civil No. 2010/30 (D.V.I. July 6, 2011)(unpublished decision)

(holding that exercise of specific jurisdiction was not

warranted where motor-vehicle accident happened in Virgin

Islands involving tire manufactured in Japan and tire was not

sold in Virgin Islands but made its way there fortuitously). 

In summary, this Court has not found any case in which a

trial court has exercised specific jurisdiction over a foreign

manufacturer arising from its sale of an allegedly defective

vehicle in a foreign jurisdiction to a separate entity in the

foreign jurisdiction unless the vehicle was ultimately sold in

the forum state.  Put another way, we have found no caselaw

that upholds specific jurisdiction where the stream of

commerce for the product does not end in the forum state. 

Here, there simply is no "suit-related conduct" that creates
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a substantial connection between GM Canada and Alabama if the

vehicle was not sold in Alabama, even though Hinrichs was

injured in Alabama.  Walden, 571 U.S. at ___, 134 S. Ct. at

1121.  We are reluctant to create, absent supporting precedent

from the United States Supreme Court, dispute-blind specific

jurisdiction.  Therefore, we hold that the trial court

correctly concluded that it did not have specific jurisdiction

over GM Canada.   4

3. Fair Play and Substantial Justice

Because we hold that the trial court correctly concluded

that it had neither general nor specific jurisdiction over GM

Canada, we pretermit Hinrichs's claim that the trial court

failed to consider the fair-play and substantial-justice

factors in its due-process analysis.  

IV.  Conclusion

Justice Murdock, in his dissenting opinion, takes the4

main opinion to task for failing to rely on two cases from
federal district courts that predate Walden and presents an
interesting approach that the United States Supreme Court
might embrace should it see fit to retreat from its
unambiguous language in Walden.  Until such day, however, we
must follow Walden.  See State Oil Co. v. Khan, 522 U.S. 3, 20
(1997) ("[I]t is this Court's prerogative alone to overrule
one of its precedents.").
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We conclude that the trial court properly dismissed GM

Canada from this case.  We therefore affirm the judgment.  

AFFIRMED. 

Stuart, Main, and Bryan, JJ., and Lyons, Special
Justice,* concur.

  Bolin, J., concurs in part and concurs in the result.  

Parker, Murdock, and Wise, JJ., dissent.    

Shaw, J., recuses himself.

__________________

*Retired Associate Justice Champ Lyons, Jr., was
appointed on March 3, 2016, to serve as a Special Justice in
regard to this appeal.  When Justice Lyons was appointed,
there was equal division among the eight members of the Court
then sitting on this case on a question material to the
determination of the case.  Although Justice Lyons was not
present at oral argument in this case, he has reviewed the
recording of the oral argument.
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BOLIN, Justice (concurring in part and concurring in the
result).

I concur in that part of the main opinion that holds that

the trial court correctly concluded that it lacked general

jurisdiction over GM Canada because general jurisdiction is

proper only when the defendant's contacts with the forum state

are continuous and systematic and sufficient to render the

defendant "at home" in the forum, and GM Canada's contacts

with Alabama did not satisfy this standard.   I concur only in

the result reached by the main opinion in holding that the

trial court correctly concluded that it lacked specific

jurisdiction over GM Canada.  I write specially to note that

recent United States Supreme Court opinions regarding personal

jurisdiction have resulted in uncertainty in the area of

specific jurisdiction. 

The United States Supreme Court's jurisprudence on the

power of a state court to exercise jurisdiction over

nonresident defendants begins with Pennoyer v. Neff, 95 U.S.

714 (1878), in which the Supreme Court held that a judgment of

a court lacking personal jurisdiction over the defendant

violated the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.
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In International Shoe Co. v. Washington, 326 U.S. 310, 316

(1945), the Supreme Court recognized that a court could

properly exercise personal jurisdiction over an out-of-state

defendant if the defendant had sufficient "minimum contacts"

with the forum state so that subjecting the defendant to

jurisdiction in the forum state did not "offend the

traditional notions of fair play and substantial justice." 

From the 1940s to 1990, the Supreme Court continued to

construct a framework for determining the power of a state to

compel a nonresident defendant to defend suits brought against

the nonresident defendant in the state's courts.  5

The history of Supreme Court caselaw regarding personal5

jurisdiction from 1940 to 1990 is as follows: Milliken v.
Meyer, 311 U.S. 457 (1940)(predating International Shoe and
holding that domicile in the state is sufficient to bring an
absent defendant within the state's personal jurisdiction);
Mullane v. Central Hanover Bank & Trust Co., 339 U.S. 306
(1950)(holding that due process requires that service of
process must be reasonably calculated to ensure that the
defendant receive adequate notice under the particular
circumstances of each case); Perkins v. Benguet Consol. Mining
Co., 342 U.S. 437 (1952)(holding that a foreign defendant's
continuous corporate operations within the state could be so
substantial and of such nature that jurisdiction may be proper
even for causes of action unrelated to the foreign defendant's
contacts in the forum); McGee v. International Life Ins. Co.,
355 U.S. 220 (1957)(holding that a nonresident defendant's
actions in soliciting and later servicing an insurance
contract with a state resident resulted in a reasonable and
foreseeable expectation of being haled into court in that
state for any causes of action arising out of those actions);
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Hanson v. Denckla, 357 U.S. 235 (1958)(holding that the
unilateral activity of a Delaware trustee whose only contact
with Florida was administration of a trust created before the
settlor moved to Florida did not satisfy minimum contacts with
Florida because it is essential that the defendant's act be a
purposeful availment of the privilege of conducting activities
in forum state); Shaffer v. Heitner, 433 U.S. 186
(1977)(holding that the minimum-contacts analysis applies to
in rem jurisdiction); Kulko v. Superior Court of California,
436 U.S. 84 (1978)(holding that a forum state could not obtain
personal jurisdiction over a parent in a custody action simply
because the parent agreed to a visitation arrangement with the
other parent and the other parent took the child to the forum
state and initiated suit, because this would arbitrarily
subject one parent to suit in any state of the Union where the
other parent chose to spend time while having custody of the
child pursuant to a separation agreement);  World–Wide
Volkswagen Corp. v. Woodson, 444 U.S. 286 (1980)(holding that
personal jurisdiction may be present where a corporation
delivers its product into the stream of commerce with the
expectation that the product will be purchased by consumers in
the forum state and rejecting jurisdiction based on the
consumer's unilateral movement of the product into the forum
state even if the movement is foreseeable); Rush v. Savchuk,
444 U.S. 320 (1980)(holding that the state did not have quasi
in rem jurisdiction over defendant by way of garnishment of
the defendant's insurance company's contractual obligation to
defend and indemnify the defendant);  Keeton v. Hustler
Magazine, Inc., 465 U.S. 770 (1984)(holding that Hustler's
regular circulation of magazines in New Hampshire was
sufficient to support jurisdiction in a lawsuit arising out of
the contents of the magazine even though neither the plaintiff
nor the defendant resided in New Hampshire and the statute of
limitations had run in every other state); Calder v. Jones,
465 U.S. 783 (1984)(holding that California had jurisdiction
over the writer and editor of a story that allegedly defamed
the actress Shirley Jones, emphasizing that these defendants
"aimed" their efforts at California, where Jones lived and
would suffer the greatest harm); Helicopteros Nacionales de
Colombia, S.A. v. Hall, 466 U.S. 408 (1984)(general-
jurisdiction case holding that Texas did not have personal
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The Supreme Court did not address personal jurisdiction

for 21 years until 2011, and then again in 2014, during which

time the Supreme Court granted certiorari review in 4 cases. 

See Goodyear Dunlop Tires Operations, S.A. v. Brown, 564 U.S.

915 (2011); J. McIntyre Mach., Ltd. v. Nicastro, 564 U.S. 873

(2011); Daimler AG v. Bauman, 571 U.S.    , 134 S.Ct. 746

(2014); and Walden v. Fiore, 571 U.S.    , 134 S.Ct. 1115

(2014).  Goodyear, a products-liability case, involved general

jurisdiction.  The plaintiffs, whose sons were killed in a bus

accident in France allegedly caused by a defective tire

manufactured by three foreign subsidiaries of Goodyear,

brought an action against the subsidiaries in North Carolina

where Goodyear USA had manufacturing facilities.  The

plaintiffs asserted that the foreign subsidiaries were subject

jurisdiction over a Colombian corporation in wrongful-death
actions brought by the victims' estates arising out of a
helicopter crash in Peru); Burger King Corp. v. Rudzewicz, 471
U.S. 462 (1985)(holding that jurisdiction was proper over the
Michigan defendant, even though he had no physical presence in
Florida, relying on defendant's many communications sent via
mail concerning the franchise agreement so as to ascertain the
requisite minimum contacts with Florida); Asahi Metal Indus.
Co. v. Superior Court of California, 480 U.S. 102
(1987)(plurality opinion in which the Supreme Court
established two competing stream-of-commerce tests); and 
Burnham v. Superior Court of California, Marin Cty., 495 U.S.
604 (1990)(plurality opinion upholding transient jurisdiction
where defendant was served with notice in the forum state). 
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to general jurisdiction in North Carolina because some

percentage of their tires were distributed in North Carolina

by virtue of the subsidiaries' placing their products in the

stream of commerce.  A unanimous Court held that the

subsidiaries did not have the systematic and continuous

contacts with the forum and therefore were not "fairly

regarded at home" in North Carolina so as to be subject to

general jurisdiction there.  The Supreme Court held that the

stream-of-commerce analysis that may serve to bolster the

exercise of specific jurisdiction "did not warrant a

determination that, based on those ties, the forum has general

jurisdiction over a defendant."  Goodyear, 564 U.S. at 927.  

The same day the Supreme Court released Goodyear, it 

released McIntyre Machinery.  McIntyre Machinery was also a

products-liability case, but it involved specific

jurisdiction.  The plaintiff injured his hand while using a

machine manufactured by J. McIntyre Machinery in England,

where the company is incorporated and operates.  Nicastro sued

J. McIntyre in New Jersey where the accident occurred, arguing

that New Jersey had personal jurisdiction over J. McIntyre

because a United States distributor had agreed to sell J.
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McIntyre's machines in the United States, J. McIntyre attended

trade shows in the United States, though not in New Jersey,

and a few J. McIntyre machines ended up in New Jersey.  The

plurality opinion was authored by Justice Kennedy and joined

by Chief Justice Roberts, Justice Scalia, and Justice Thomas.

Applying a traditional due-process analysis, Justice Kennedy

wrote that the exercise of jurisdiction in that case would

violate due process when J. McIntyre had never engaged in any

activities in New Jersey that revealed an intent to invoke, or

to benefit from the protection of, the state’s laws.  Justice

Kennedy then went on to address the stream-of-commerce

doctrine, writing that the stream-of-commerce doctrine cannot

displace the general rule that it is the defendant's

purposeful availment that makes the exercise of jurisdiction

over the defendant consistent with fair play and substantial

justice.  Justice Kennedy acknowledged the confusion created

by the plurality opinion in Asahi Metal Industry Co. v.

Superior Court of California, 480 U.S. 102 (1987), over the

stream-of-commerce analysis, given the analysis applied by

Justice Brennan in that case and Justice O'Connor's writing
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stating that the placement of a product in the stream of

commerce, without more, is inconsistent with due process.

Justice Breyer, joined by Justice Alito, concurred in the

judgment in McIntyre Machinery, concluding that because the

case did not present the new and special issues arising from

recent changes in commerce and communication, it was

unnecessary to go into a full analysis of the stream-of-

commerce issue as it might be applied to modern marketing.

Instead, he wrote that the  outcome of the case could be

determined by the Supreme Court’s existing precedents, which

have held that a single isolated sale, even if accompanied by

the kind of sales effort indicated in the record in that case,

is not sufficient because there was  no "regular flow" or

"regular course" of sales in New Jersey, nor was there any

special state-related design, advertising, advice, or

marketing directed toward New Jersey. Justice Ginsburg

dissented, and Justice Sotomayor and Justice Kagan joined her

dissent.  

In 2014, the Supreme Court issued Daimler AG, a case

involving general jurisdiction.  The Supreme Court held that

due process prevented California from exercising personal
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jurisdiction over Daimler AG, a German corporation, for

allegedly participating in war atrocities in Argentina that

led to the deaths and injuries of residents of Argentina.  The

plaintiffs asserted that jurisdiction was predicated upon the

California contacts of Mercedes-Benz USA, LLC, a subsidiary of

Daimler AG,  incorporated in Delaware, with is principal place

of business in New Jersey.  The Court held that a corporation

that operates in many places cannot be deemed "at home" in all

those places for purposes of general jurisdiction.  

Also in 2014, the Supreme Court released Walden, a

specific-jurisdiction case.  In Walden, the plaintiffs were

two professional gamblers from Nevada who were stopped and

searched in the Atlanta airport by a Drug Enforcement

Administration ("DEA") agent.  The DEA agent seized a

substantial amount of cash from the plaintiffs.  The

plaintiffs brought a Fourth Amendment Bivens action in Nevada

against the DEA agent.   The Supreme Court in Walden6

recognized that, although a nonresident's physical presence is

Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents of Fed. Bureau of6

Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388 (1971)(establishing that, under
certain circumstances, victims of a constitutional violation
by a federal agent have a right to recover damages against the
official in federal court). 
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not required to create jurisdiction, the nonresident must have

certain minimum contacts based on the relationship among the

defendant, the forum, and the litigation.  Further, the

defendant must create the contact because the minimum-contacts

analysis focuses on the nonresident defendant's contacts with

the forum, not the defendant's contacts with persons who

reside in the forum.  Because all relevant conduct by the

defendant occurred in Georgia, the Court found that Nevada

lacked the requisite contacts with the defendant for personal

jurisdiction.  

The unanimous Court in Walden analyzed personal

jurisdiction under the "effects" test of Calder v. Jones, 465

U.S. 783 (1984), in which  the Court had held that California

had jurisdiction over the writer and the editor of a newspaper

story that allegedly defamed the actress Shirley Jones,

emphasizing that the defendants "aimed" their efforts at

California, where Jones lived and where she would suffer the

greatest harm.  The Walden Court distinguished Calder because,

in Calder, the contacts with California were ample and, most

importantly, the reputation-based injury in California was

necessary for the alleged libel to be actionable, and thus
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connected the defendants to California, not just to the

plaintiff. In contrast, all of the DEA agent's relevant

conduct in Walden occurred in Georgia. 

The Supreme Court's decision in Walden never mentions

McIntyre Machinery, decided a mere three years earlier.  I

believe Walden and McIntyre Machinery have similarities such

that the Court's failure to address McIntyre Machinery in

Walden is the reason I cannot say that the main opinion errs

in applying Walden to the facts of the present case.  The

plaintiffs in both Walden and McIntyre Machinery suffered

injuries in the forum state from  conduct of the defendant

that occurred outside the forum.   I also agree with the7

statement that "stream-of-commerce situations are merely a

version of negligent-effects jurisdiction, and do not require

special products-liability personal jurisdiction rules." 

Stanley Cox, Personal Jurisdiction for Alleged Intentional or

Negligent Effects Matched to Forum Regulatory Interest, 19

Lewis & Clark L. Rev. 725, 742 (2015).  Accordingly, the

The plaintiffs in Walden suffered injuries in the form7

of attorney fees and emotional distress in that they landed in
Nevada without funds. Allen Erbsen, Personal Jurisdiction
Based on the Local Effects of Intentional Misconduct, 57
William & Mary L. Rev. 385 (2015). In McIntyre Machinery, the
defendant's arm was injured in New Jersey. 
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application of Walden to the present case may be proper in

light of the recent decisions of the United States Supreme

Court as discussed.  I note further that the Supreme Court was

able to reach a consensus the first time it addressed products

liability and stream of commerce in World-Wide Volkswagen

Corp. v. Woodson, 444 U.S. 286 (1980), and, indeed, the Walden

Court discusses Woodson.  In light of the absence of any clear

guidance from the Supreme Court, applying the most recent case

involving specific jurisdiction is the correct approach in the

present case.  

Based on the foregoing, I concur in part and concur in

the result.
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PARKER, Justice (dissenting).

 It is well established that a party may waive its right 

to pursue a defense of lack of personal jurisdiction.  

"In the typical waiver scenario, a personal
jurisdiction defense is abandoned when a defendant
fails to raise the issue in either a responsive
pleading or a Rule 12[, Fed. R. Civ. P.,] motion.
See Stubbs [v. Wyndham Nassau Resort & Crystal
Palace Casino], 447 F.3d 1357, 1364 [(11th Cir.
2006)]; Palmer v. Braun, 376 F.3d 1254, 1259 (11th
Cir. 2004) (explaining that defendant waives
personal jurisdiction defense by not interposing it
in responsive pleading or motion to dismiss); Posner
v. Essex Ins. Co., 178 F.3d 1209, 1213, n. 4 (11th
Cir. 1999) ('By omitting this defense from its
motion, Essex waived any challenge it could have
asserted to the court's exercise of personal
jurisdiction over it.'). However, personal
jurisdiction may also be waived, even if a defendant
has nominally preserved the defense by reciting it
in an answer, if that defendant substantially
participates in the litigation without actively
pursuing its Rule 12(b)(2)[, Fed. R. Civ. P.,]
defense...."

Matthews v. Brookstone Stores, Inc., 431 F. Supp. 2d 1219,

1223 (S.D. Ala. 2006)(footnote omitted; emphasis added).  In

determining whether a party has so waived the personal-

jurisdiction defense, 

"courts pay close attention to the length of time
that elapses between service of process and a
defendant's pursuit of a personal jurisdiction
defense via a Rule 12(b)(2)[, Fed. R. Civ. P.,] 
motion. The longer the time interval, the more
likely it is that courts will find a waiver. See
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Hamilton [v. Atlas Turner, Inc.], 197 F.3d [58,] 62
[(2d Cir. 1999)](determining that defendant
forfeited personal jurisdiction defense by failing
to raise it for four years after inclusion of
defense in answer); Continental Bank, N.A. v. Meyer,
10 F.3d 1293, 1297 (7th Cir. 1993) (finding waiver
where defendants did not actively contest personal
jurisdiction for more than two and a half years
after listing the defense in their answer); Hunger
[United States Special Hydraulics Cylinders Corp. v.
Hardie-Tynes Mfg. Co., 203 F.3d 835 (10th Cir.
2000)(unpublished decision)](defendant waived
personal jurisdiction defense by waiting more than
three years to file motion to dismiss on that basis,
after first timely raising the defense in its
answer); Plunkett v. Valhalla Investment Services,
Inc., 409 F. Supp. 2d 39, 41–42 (D. Mass. 2006)
(finding that defendants abandoned personal
jurisdiction defense by referencing it in their
answer, then waiting 13 months before litigating the
defense); Schwartz v. M/V GULF SUPPLIER, 116 F.
Supp. 2d 831, 835 (S.D. Tex. 2000) (deeming waiver
to have occurred where defendant listed personal
jurisdiction defense in answer, then failed to file
motion to dismiss until eve of trial, some nine
months after action commenced)...."

Matthews, 431 F. Supp. 2d at 1224.  Here, General Motors of

Canada, Ltd., asserted the defense of lack of personal

jurisdiction in its answer filed on August 12, 2009.  It was

not until July 10, 2012, almost three years later, that

General Motors of Canada further pursued this defense by

filing a motion for a hearing on the issue of personal

jurisdiction.  I believe that this failure to litigate the

defense of lack of personal jurisdiction for nearly three
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years constitutes a waiver of the defense.  Therefore, I

respectfully dissent.
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MURDOCK, Justice (dissenting).

Although I concur in the result reached by the main

opinion as to the issue of general jurisdiction, I dissent

because I disagree with the main opinion's conclusion that the

trial court lacked specific jurisdiction in this case.

A.  General Jurisdiction

I agree with the main opinion's conclusion that "the

trial court correctly concluded that it did not have general

jurisdiction over [General Motors of Canada, Ltd.

('GM Canada'),]" because "[t]here is simply no evidence in

this case indicating that GM Canada had contacts with Alabama

that could be considered so continuous and systematic that

would render it 'at home' in Alabama."  ___ So. 3d at ___.  In

reaching this conclusion, the main opinion notes the facts

that "GM Canada is not incorporated here," that "its principal

place of business is in Canada," and that "[i]t manufactures,

assembles, and sells its product in Canada."  ___ So. 3d at

___.  I take this opportunity, however, to emphasize that

these facts do not preclude a finding of general jurisdiction

where a corporation has "some ... level of intensity of
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contact" that is "comparable" to incorporating or having a

principal place of business in the forum.  ___ So. 3d at ___. 

In Goodyear Dunlop Tires Operations, S.A. v. Brown, 564

U.S. 915 (2011), the Supreme Court identified a corporation's

place of incorporation and its principal place of business as

"the paradigm forum" for the exercise of general jurisdiction. 

564 U.S. at 924.  But "paradigm" does not mean "exclusive." 

It means a "typical example or archetype."  Merriam-Webster's

Collegiate Dictionary 898 (11th ed. 2003).  Goodyear does not

state that general jurisdiction is restricted only to the

stated "paradigms."  The Court's "paradigm" language does not

rule out the possibility that a corporation might maintain,

for example, two "headquarters," each bearing ultimate

corporate responsibility for different "businesses" so that

the corporation is "at home" in either location for a claim

arising out of the business "headquartered" in that location. 

Thus it is that the Court stated in Daimler AG v. Bauman, 571

U.S. ___, ___, 134 S. Ct. 746, 760 (2014), that "Goodyear did

not hold that a corporation may be subject to general

jurisdiction only in a forum where it is incorporated or has
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its principal place of business; it simply typed those places

paradigm all-purpose forums." 

I also agree that "the inquiry as to general jurisdiction

under Goodyear is not whether GM Canada's contacts with

Alabama are in some way 'continuous and systematic,' but

whether its contacts with Alabama are so 'continuous and

systematic' that it is essentially 'at home' here.  564 U.S.

at 919."  ___ So. 3d at ___.  I would not agree, however, with

the main opinion that "the United States Supreme Court ...

recently restricted the scope of general jurisdiction by

requiring that the foreign corporation have such contacts with

the forum state so as to be 'at home' there."  ___ So. 3d at

___ (emphasis added). As is made clear by the authority quoted

in Goodyear, the "so continuous and systematic" notion dates

back to Helicopteros Nacionales de Colombia, S.A. v. Hall, 466

U.S. 408, 414 nn.8 and 9 (1984), and, before that, to the

first expression of the test in International Shoe Co. v.

Washington, 326 U.S. 310, 316 (1945), whereas the notion of

"'continuous activity of some sorts'" was rejected equally

early:

"International Shoe distinguished from cases
that fit within the 'specific jurisdiction'
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categories, 'instances in which the continuous
corporate operations within a state [are] so
substantial and of such a nature as to justify suit
against it on causes of action arising from dealings
entirely distinct from those activities.'  326 U.S.,
at 318.  Adjudicatory authority so grounded is today
called 'general jurisdiction.'  Helicopteros, 466
U.S., at 414, n.9....

"....

"A corporation's 'continuous activity of some
sorts within a state,' International Shoe
instructed, 'is not enough to support the demand
that the corporation be amenable to suits unrelated
to that activity.'  326 U.S., at 318.  Our 1952
decision in Perkins v. Benguet Consol. Mining Co.[,
342 U.S. 437 (1952),]  remains '[t]he textbook case
of general jurisdiction appropriately exercised over
a foreign corporation that has not consented to suit
in the forum.'  Donahue v. Far Eastern Air Transport
Corp., 652 F.2d 1032, 1037 (C.A. D.C. 1981)."

Goodyear, 564 U.S. at 924-28 (emphasis added).

In short, the test of "continuous and systematic general

business contacts," properly understood, always has been and

remains the standard.  The Court sought with the "at home"

metaphor simply to better explain what has always been, and

still is, meant by that standard.  What the Court was

achieving in Goodyear was a rejection of the "continuous

activity of some sorts within a state" test.  Goodyear, 564

U.S. at 927.  Indeed, after explaining the need for a

corporation to be "at home" in the forum state, the Court
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concluded its analysis by rearticulating its holding this way:

"[The petitioners'] attenuated connections to the State ...

fall far short of the 'the continuous and systematic general

business contacts' necessary ...."  564 U.S. at 929 (emphasis

added).

B.  Specific Jurisdiction

I respectfully disagree with the main opinion's

conclusion that "the trial court correctly concluded that it

did not have specific jurisdiction over GM Canada."  ___

So. 3d at ___.  

The touchstone of specific in personam jurisdiction since

International Shoe Co. has been and continues to be what is

"reasonable," particularly in the sense of what constitutes

"fair play" and "substantial justice":

"The protection against inconvenient litigation
is typically described in terms of 'reasonableness'
or 'fairness.'  We have said that the defendant's
contacts with the forum State must be such that
maintenance of the suit 'does not offend
"traditional notions of fair play and substantial
justice."'  International Shoe Co. v. Washington,
[326 U.S. 310], at 316 [(1945)], quoting Milliken v.
Meyer, 311 U.S. 457, 463 (1940).  The relationship
between the defendant and the forum must be such
that it is 'reasonable ... to require the
corporation to defend the particular suit which is
brought there.'  326 U.S., at 317.  Implicit in this
emphasis on reasonableness is the understanding that
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the burden on the defendant, while always a primary
concern, will in an appropriate case be considered
in light of other relevant factors, including the
forum State's interest in adjudicating the dispute,
see McGee v. International Life Ins. Co., 355 U.S.
220, 223 (1957); the plaintiff's interest in
obtaining convenient and effective relief, see Kulko
v. California Superior Court, 436 U.S. [84], at 92
[(1978)], at least when that interest is not
adequately protected by the plaintiff's power to
choose the forum, cf. Shaffer v. Heitner, 433 U.S.
186, 211, n. 37 (1977); the interstate judicial
system's interest in obtaining the most efficient
resolution of controversies; and the shared interest
of the several States in furthering fundamental
substantive social policies, see Kulko v. California
Superior Court, supra, 436 U.S., at 93, 98."

World-Wide Volkswagen Corp. v. Woodson, 444 U.S. 286, 292

(1980) (emphasis added).  To those ends, the World-Wide

Volkswagen Court also explained that the nonresident's conduct

in relation to a state must be such that it "should reasonably

anticipate being haled into court there."  Id. at 295. 

GM Canada, as the trial court found, easily satisfies the

"reasonable-anticipation" criteria.  See also Ex parte DBI,

Inc., 23 So. 3d 635, 651 (Ala. 2009) (holding that a

manufacturer who knowingly manufactured products for

distribution throughout the United States market (including

Alabama) by a third party meets the "reasonable-anticipation"

test as to Alabama). 
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As noted in the main opinion, GM Canada manufactures and

sells hundreds of thousands of vehicles per year to General

Motors Corporation, n/k/a Motors liquidation Company ("MLC"),

for the purpose of having those vehicles distributed

throughout the United States market, including in Alabama. 

Despite this fact, the main opinion holds that GM Canada has

insufficient contacts with Alabama to subject it to specific

jurisdiction in a case arising out of an accident that

occurred in Alabama and that involved one of the vehicles sold

into the United States market, of which Alabama is a part. 

The main opinion bases its holding on the fact that

GM Canada's distributor happened to introduce the particular

GM Canada vehicle involved in the accident into the United

States market by selling it to an automobile dealership in

Pennsylvania, rather than to one in Alabama. 

The main opinion relies squarely on the Supreme Court

decision in Walden v. Fiore, 571 U.S. ___, 134 S. Ct. 1115

(2014). The main opinion makes much of the fact that Walden

was "the United States Supreme Court's most recent

pronouncement on specific jurisdiction and the first case in
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many years to garner a unanimous Court on the subject," but it

fails to provide the context for Walden.  ___ So. 3d at ___.

Walden was a Bivens action, i.e., a suit based on Bivens

v. Six Unknown Federal Narcotics Agents, 403 U.S. 388 (1971),

in which "the Supreme Court held that a violation of a

person's Fourth Amendment rights by federal officers, acting

under color of federal law, gives rise to a federal cause of

action for damages for the unconstitutional conduct."  Michael

A. Rosenhouse, Annotation, Bivens Actions -– United States

Supreme Court Cases, 22 A.L.R. Fed. 2d 159, § 2 (2007). The

plaintiffs filed their action in the United States District

Court for the District of Nevada against a Covington, Georgia,

police officer who was working at the Atlanta

Hartsfield–Jackson Airport as a deputized agent of the Drug

Enforcement Administration ("DEA").  The DEA agent seized

$97,000 from the plaintiffs located in their carry-on luggage

during the plaintiffs' layover at the Atlanta airport on

suspicion that the funds were proceeds from illegal drug

activity.  The plaintiffs protested that they were

professional gamblers who lived in Nevada and that the money

represented a "gambling '"bank"' and winnings."  571 U.S. at
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___, 134 S. Ct. at 1119.  Upon their return home to Las Vegas,

the plaintiffs had their attorney contact the DEA agent to

verify the legitimacy of the funds.  The DEA agent nonetheless

"helped draft an affidavit to show probable cause for

forfeiture of the funds and forwarded that affidavit to a

United States Attorney's Office in Georgia."  Id.  No

forfeiture action was ever filed, and the funds ultimately

were returned to the plaintiffs. 

The Walden Court concluded that the Nevada federal

district court lacked specific jurisdiction over the Georgia

DEA agent because his only connection to Nevada was the fact

that the plaintiffs returned to Nevada and therefore suffered

a lack of access to the seized funds while they were in

Nevada.  The Court found that to allow the case to go forward

in Nevada on such facts would "impermissibly allow[] a

plaintiff's contacts with the defendant and forum to drive the

jurisdictional analysis."  571 U.S. at __, 134 S.Ct. at 1125. 

The Court explained that "[t]he proper question is not where

the plaintiff experienced a particular injury or effect but

whether the defendant's conduct connects him to the forum in

a meaningful way," and the reality was that the plaintiffs
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"would have experienced this same lack of access in

California, Mississippi, or wherever else they might have

traveled and found themselves wanting more money than they

had."  Id.  In short, the defendant in Walden had no

meaningful contacts whatsoever with the forum state, which is

the likely reason for the unanimous decision of the United

States Supreme Court.  See 571 U.S. at ___, 134 S.Ct. at 1124

(noting that the DEA agent "never traveled to, conducted

activities within, contacted anyone in, or sent anything or

anyone to Nevada").

Furthermore, the main opinion relies squarely on a

particular, single sentence in Walden: "For a State to

exercise jurisdiction consistent with due process, the

defendant's suit-related conduct must create a substantial

connection with the forum."  571 U.S. at ___, 134 S. Ct. at

1121.  The main opinion asserts that, with this statement, the

Walden Court "emphatically underscored the requirement that

the claim against the defendant have a suit-related nexus with

the forum state before specific jurisdiction can attach."  ___

So. 3d at ___.  The main opinion then cites several lower

federal court products-liability cases in which, it says,
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courts exercised specific jurisdiction over a foreign

manufacturer when the same automobile that was involved in the

accident that precipitated the action was sold in the forum

state.  The main opinion then states:

"[T]his Court has not found any case in which a
trial court has exercised specific jurisdiction over
a foreign manufacturer arising from its sale of an
allegedly defective vehicle in a foreign
jurisdiction to a separate entity in the foreign
jurisdiction unless the vehicle was ultimately sold
in the forum state."

___ So. 3d at ___.

In support of its distinction, the main opinion cites

Johnson v. Chrysler Canada Inc., 24 F. Supp. 3d 1118 (N.D.

Ala. 2014); Rowland v. General Motors of Canada Ltd., No.

1:11CV183-SA-SAA (N.D. Miss. July 8, 2013) (unpublished

opinion); King v. General Motors Corp., No. 5:11-cv-2269-AKK

(N.D. Ala. April 18, 2012) (unpublished opinion); Graham v.

Hamilton, Civil Action No. 3:11-609 (W.D. La. March 15, 2012)

(unpublished opinion); Ray v. Ford Motor Co., No. CIV.

A.307-CV-175-WH (M.D. Ala. July 11, 2008) (unpublished

opinion); and Soria v. Chrysler Canada, Inc., 2011 Ill. App.

2d 101236, 958 N.E.2d 285, 354 Ill. Dec. 542 (2011). 
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A review of those cases shows that only in Graham did the

court find the fact that the automobile in question was sold

in the forum state to be significant in its specific-

jurisdiction analysis.  ("Here, the products liability claim

rests on injuries sustained due to the allegedly defective

vehicle manufactured by GM Canada and subsequently sold in

Louisiana. Therefore, the Court finds that the cause of action

arises out of GM Canada's forum-related contacts.")  The fact

that the subject automobile was sold in Alabama was not

mentioned as important to the Johnson court's conclusion that

"Chrysler Canada has constitutionally cognizable contacts with

the State of Alabama."  24 F. Supp. 3d at 1141.  The same is

true of the courts' analyses in King and Soria (King relied

heavily on the analysis in Soria).  The Rowland court did not

indicate that the Chevrolet Lumina automobile involved in the

subject accident was purchased in Mississippi, let alone that

such fact was important to the court's conclusion that

GM Canada had sufficient minimum contacts with Mississippi for

the court to exercise specific jurisdiction over it.  See

Rowland ("The facts of the case at bar lean ... in favor of

finding minimum contacts" because "GM–Canada sold not
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thousands, but millions of cars to GM–USA over a ten-year

span.  And enough of those cars are distributed and sold in

Mississippi to support forty-one Chevrolet dealers.  ... 

Based upon these facts, it is proper to exercise jurisdiction

because it is foreseeable that GM–Canada's products would be

sold in Mississippi.").  The Ray court likewise made no

mention of whether the subject Ford vehicle was sold in

Alabama. It noted instead that "the evidence shows that

Pontiac Coil knew that they were designing a product that

would be marketed specifically to Ford, that it would be

producing between 600,000 and 1,000,000 solenoids for use in

Ford cars over the next three to five years, and knew or

should have known that Ford markets its cars in every state in

the Union, including Alabama."

Missing from the main opinion's litany of cases is Hatton

v. Chrysler Canada, Inc., 937 F. Supp. 2d 1356 (M.D. Fla.

2013). In Hatton, Carolina Hatton alleged that she was

seriously injured as a passenger in a 1999 Chrysler 300M

automobile that was involved in an accident in Lee County,

Florida.  In concluding that it had specific jurisdiction over
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Chrysler Canada, Inc., the United States District Court for

the Middle District of Florida reasoned:

"Accordingly, the 'stream of commerce' test
remains good law in the Eleventh Circuit, and J.
McIntyre [Mach., Ltd. v. Nicastro, 564 U.S. 873
(2011),] does not, as defendant suggests, alter
this.  Applying the facts of this case to that
theory, the Court finds that Chrysler Canada
purposely availed itself of the protections of the
State of Florida.  Chrysler Canada assembled the
subject Chrysler 300 M for Chrysler United States,
which distributes nationally in the United States,
and therefore Chrysler Canada invoked the benefits
and protections of those states, including Florida.
World–Wide Volkswagen Corp., 444 U.S. at 297, 100
S.Ct. 559.  Therefore, 'it is not unreasonable to
subject [defendant] to suit in one of those States
if its allegedly defective merchandise has there
been the source of injury to its owner or to
others.'  Id."

937 F. Supp. 2d at 1366.  The Hatton court made no mention of

whether the subject automobile was sold in Florida. In fact,

the court noted that "Count II alleges that Chrysler Canada

designed and/or manufactured and assembled the 1999 Chrysler

300M and distributed and sold similar vehicles in Florida." 

937 F. Supp. 2d at 1363.  Thus, it appears the subject vehicle

was not sold in Florida. 

Also worth noting is UTC Fire & Security Americas Corp.

v. NCS Power, Inc., 844 F. Supp. 2d 366 (S.D. N.Y. 2012), a

case in which UTC Fire & Security Americas Corp., Inc.
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("UTC"), a Delaware corporation with its principal place of

business in Florida, sued NCS Power, Inc. ("NCS"), in New York

federal district court alleging breach of contract and

negligence in the design of lithium-ion batteries UTC

purchased from NCS. "NCS is a Washington-based corporation

that provides batteries and power supply equipment to

customers throughout North America."  844 F. Supp. 2d at 369. 

UTC placed the batteries in "'ActiveKEY,' a mobile device used

by realtors to track listing information about properties and

remotely unlock lock boxes."  844 F. Supp. 2d at 369.  NCS

filed a third-party complaint asserting breach-of-contract,

products-liability, and negligence claims against Yoku Energy

Technology Ltd. ("Yoku"), a corporation headquartered in Hong

Kong that operates a lithium-ion battery plant in Zhangzhou,

China.  NCS "serve[d] as Yoku's 'agent/sales representative'

for distribution of Yoku's lithium polymer battery products in

North America."  844 F. Supp. 2d at 369.  In August 2007, UTC

began placing orders with NCS for batteries to be placed in

ActiveKEY devices.  "More than 300,000 Yoku-manufactured

batteries were delivered pursuant to the orders to UTC's

premises in Salem, Oregon. ... Upon receiving the battery
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shipments, UTC installed them into the ActiveKEY devices and

distributed them to realtors, several of which were located in

New York."  844 F. Supp. 2d at 369-70.  In April and May 2009,

ActiveKEY batteries began to malfunction and to overheat

during use.  UTC alleged that it eventually had to replace

35,000 batteries supplied by NCS that had been manufactured by

Yoku.

Yoku filed a motion to dismiss for lack of personal

jurisdiction.  The federal district court noted that Yoku's

agency agreement with NCS required that Yoku specifically

approve all sales, that it shipped vast quantities of

batteries for sale to the United States, and that it sold the

batteries to a national company.  See 844 F. Supp. 2d at 376. 

Given those facts, the court concluded that "the record is

sufficient to demonstrate that Yoku has availed itself of the

benefits and protections of New York law in a manner that,

while insufficient to support general jurisdiction under the

New York statute, is sufficient to meet the constitutional

minimum contact requirement."  844 F. Supp. 2d at 377

(footnote omitted).  Although some of the ActiveKEY devices

ended up in New York, the batteries were not purchased by NCS
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or UTC in New York and the court did not rely on the number of

devices that might have been distributed in New York to reach

its conclusion.

More importantly, absent from the main opinion is any

discussion of what actually constitutes "suit-related conduct"

in a products-liability action involving, as it inherently

does, issues of markets and "streams of commerce."   In8

particular, missing from the main opinion's analysis is any

discussion of how properly to understand the concept of "suit-

related conduct" in a products-liability suit involving such

issues -- and in particular how to do so consistently with the

abiding touchstones of personal-jurisdiction jurisprudence --

Instead of issues of markets and analysis of streams of8

commerce, Walden turned on the so-called "effects" test first
enunciated in Calder v. Jones, 465 U.S. 783 (1984), which
essentially held that "defendants engaging in intentional
tortious conduct out-of-state, calculated to cause injury to
a plaintiff in-state, were subject to jurisdiction in the
state in which the effects of their intentional conduct were
felt." Lee Goldman, From Calder to Walden and Beyond: The
Proper Application of the "Effects Test" in Personal
Jurisdiction Cases, 52 San Diego L. Rev. 357, 358 (2015).  See
John T. Parry, Rethinking Personal Jurisdiction After Bauman
and Walden, 19 Lewis & Clark L. Rev. 607, 609 (2015) (noting
that "Justice Thomas's opinion for a unanimous Court in Walden
clarifies the doctrinal landscape, but its focus on
intentional torts and the scope of the Calder v. Jones
'effects' test complicates the effort to determine whether it
has broader significance.").
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the "first principles" of  "reasonableness," "fair play," and

"substantial justice" provided by International Shoe and

World-Wide Volkswagen.  

I would begin an examination of this substantive question

by noting that the Walden Court itself observed that "[t]he

inquiry whether a forum State may assert specific jurisdiction

over a nonresident defendant 'focuses on "the relationship

among the defendant, the forum, and the litigation."'"  571

U.S. at ___, 134 S.Ct. at 1121 (quoting Keeton v. Hustler

Magazine, Inc., 465 U.S. 770, 775 (1984), quoting in turn

Shaffer v. Heitner, 433 U.S. 186, 204 (1977)).  See also

Acorda Therapeutics Inc. v. Mylan Pharm. Inc., 817 F.3d 755,

759 (Fed. Cir. 2016) (observing that "[w]hat conduct is

suit-related depends on 'the relationship among the defendant,

the forum, and the litigation,' Keeton v. Hustler Magazine,

Inc., 465 U.S. 770, 775, 104 S.Ct. 1473, 79 L.Ed.2d 790

(1984), including specifically the nature of the claim

asserted.  See Calder v. Jones, 465 U.S. 783, 789–90, 104

S.Ct. 1482, 79 L.Ed.2d 804 (1984); Walden, [571 U.S. at ___,]

134 S.Ct. at 1124 ('The strength of [the defendant's]

connection [to California in Calder] was largely a function of
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the nature of the libel tort.')" (emphasis added)). In other

words, the nature of the plaintiff's claims in a given case

must be carefully compared to the nature of the conduct by

which the defendant has some relationship with the forum.

In contrast to Walden, which was not a products-liability

action and which in no way implicated any questions of the

relevant market or the proper stream-of-commerce analysis, the

case before us is an Alabama Extended Manufacturer's Liability

Doctrine action arising from an automobile accident.  In such

actions against a manufacturer that has designed and

manufactured a product for distribution throughout the entire

United States market, the defendant's "suit-related conduct"

is in fact the design or manufacturing of such automobiles and

the placement of them into the stream of commerce for that

United States market.  GM Canada's suit-related conduct of

manufacturing vehicles for distribution by MCL throughout the

United States is the reason GM Canada has a connection to any

state, regardless of where MCL happens to place any one

particular vehicle.  See generally Ex parte DBI.9

DBI involved an automobile seat belt that failed in9

Alabama causing injury here.  Although the seat belt that
failed in DBI had been installed in an automobile
"distributed" by a third party to Alabama for retail sale
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I do not see how the fact that the particular automobile

involved in this case was not sold in Alabama adequately 

addresses GM Canada's "suit-related conduct," given the

reality of modern commerce and markets.  And to the extent

that the cases GM Canada cites can be said to support making

this distinction, I do not understand how those authorities

square their conclusions with the analysis in World-Wide

Volkswagen Corp. v. Woodson, supra, which, unlike Walden, was

a products-liability action concerning an automobile accident.

As to the former point -- the commercial realities of the

modern marketplace -- the principles we would recognize and

apply in this case must work equally well in any number of 

scenarios.  What if on the same Thanksgiving weekend in which

Hinrichs was injured in Alabama by a GM Canada vehicle driven

here from Pennsylvania, a man had been injured in Pennsylvania

by a GM Canada vehicle driven from Alabama?  If the same

company markets that GM Canada vehicle nationwide, I cannot

imagine that it would be "reasonable" to require the Alabama

plaintiff to travel to Pennsylvania to litigate his grievance

here, the defendant in DBI asserted no more control over the
place of entry into the United States market of the particular
seat belt at issue there than did GM Canada of the automobile
at issue in this case.
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while simultaneously requiring the Pennsylvania plaintiff to

travel to Alabama to litigate his, when the defendant in both

cases is located in neither state and would have to travel to

both of them anyway. "[T]he forum state's interest in

adjudicating the dispute," "the plaintiff's interest in

obtaining convenient and effective relief," and "the

interstate judicial system's interest in obtaining the most

efficient resolution of controversies" all counsel in favor of

finding specific jurisdiction in both scenarios.

Similarly, what if a company, although headquartered in

New York, markets and sells substantial numbers of its product

from multiple retail locations throughout New York, New

Jersey, and Connecticut?  If that tri-state area is the

company's chosen market, why should it matter whether a New

Jersey man injured in New Jersey by one of the defendant's

products purchased that product from one of the defendant's

stores in New Jersey or from one of the defendant's stores in

New York?  A fortiori, why should it matter to a bystander

injured in New Jersey by one of the defendant's products

whether its owner had purchased that particular product from
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one of the defendant's stores in New Jersey or one of the

defendant's New York stores?

But one need not resort to hypotheticals to make the

point.  There is enough similarity in the facts of World-Wide

Volkswagen and this case -- the central fact in both being

that an automobile sold in one state caused injury in another

-- that the United States Supreme Court's emphasis in World-

Wide Volkswagen of facts that are dissimilar to those of the

present case is strongly indicative of the type of contacts

that would support specific jurisdiction in just such a case:

"Applying these principles [of reasonableness,
fair play, and substantial justice] to the case at
hand, we find in the record before us a total
absence of those affiliating circumstances that are
a necessary predicate to any exercise of state-court
jurisdiction.  Petitioners carry on no activity
whatsoever in Oklahoma.  They close no sales and
perform no services there.  They avail themselves of
none of the privileges and benefits of Oklahoma law.
They solicit no business there either through
salespersons or through advertising reasonably
calculated to reach the State.  Nor does the record
show that they regularly sell cars at wholesale or
retail to Oklahoma customers or residents or that
they indirectly, through others, serve or seek to
serve the Oklahoma market.  In short, respondents
seek to base jurisdiction on one, isolated
occurrence and whatever inferences can be drawn
therefrom:  the fortuitous circumstance that a
single Audi automobile, sold in New York to New York
residents, happened to suffer an accident while
passing through Oklahoma."
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World-Wide Volkswagen, 444 U.S. at 295 (emphasis added;

footnote omitted).

In addition to the obvious negative inferences to be

drawn from this passage, in Goodyear the Court specifically

quoted with approval the following more affirmative statement

from World-Wide Volkswagen:

"[W]here 'the sale of a product ... is not simply an
isolated occurrence, but arises from the efforts of
the manufacturer or distributor to serve ... the
market for its product in [several] States, it is
not unreasonable to subject it to suit in one of
those States if its allegedly defective merchandise
has there been the source of injury to its owner or
to others' (emphasis added))."10

Similarly, in another United States Supreme Court case10

released the same day as Goodyear, Justice Ginsburg observed: 

"Notably, the foreign manufacturer of the Audi
in World-Wide Volkswagen did not object to the
jurisdiction of the Oklahoma courts and the U.S.
importer abandoned its initially stated objection.
444 U.S., at 288, and n. 3.  And most relevant here,
the Court's opinion indicates that an objection to
jurisdiction by the manufacturer or national
distributor would have been unavailing.  To
reiterate, the Court said in World-Wide Volkswagen
that, when a manufacturer or distributor aims to
sell its product to customers in several States, it
is reasonable 'to subject it to suit in [any] one of
those States if its allegedly defective [product]
has there been the source of injury.'  Id., at 297."

J. McIntyre Mach., Ltd. v. Nicastro, 564 U.S. 873, 907 (2011)
(Ginsburg, J., dissenting).
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Goodyear, 564 U.S. ___, 131 S. Ct. 2855 (quoting World–Wide

Volkswagen, 444 U.S. at 297 (some emphasis added)).

In fact, the negative inferences from World-Wide

Volkswagen and the affirmative statement of the same concept

in Goodyear actually have been reflected for some time in a

comment in the Restatement of Conflicts:

"The fact that the effect in the state was only
foreseeable will not of itself suffice to give the
state judicial jurisdiction over the defendant.
Judicial jurisdiction is likely to exist in such a
case, however, if it was somewhat more than merely
foreseeable that the defendant's act would cause the
particular effect in the state.  ...  Jurisdiction
will also exist where, in addition to the effect
being foreseeable, the defendant has other
relationships with the state.  So when a seller of
automobiles in state X sells an automobile which is
involved in an accident in state Y, state Y will not
have judicial jurisdiction over the seller on the
mere ground that it was foreseeable that the
automobile would be driven to state Y and would
there be involved in an accident.  Judicial
jurisdiction would exist, however, if, for example,
the seller maintained a sales agency in state Y or
shipped automobiles into state Y for resale by an
independent agency."

Restatement (Second) Conflict of Laws § 37 comment e (rev. ed.

1988) (emphasis added).

The implication of World-Wide Volkswagen is that if the

New York dealer and distributor had been actively marketing

their products to Oklahoma customers, the mere fortuity that
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the injury-causing vehicle was purchased in New York would not

have defeated jurisdiction in Oklahoma.  GM Canada in this

case seeks to enjoy the benefits of the sale of its vehicles

in the whole of the United States market while at the same

time avoiding "reasonable" obligations concomitant to such

sales.

It is true that "the mere 'unilateral activity of those

who claim some relationship with a nonresident defendant

cannot satisfy the requirement of contact with the forum

State.'" World-Wide Volkswagen, 444 U.S. at 298 (quoting

Hanson v. Denckla, 357 U.S. 235, 253 (1958)).  That is the

circumstance the Court analyzed in World-Wide Volkswagen, but

is not at all what is presented here.  Unlike the dealer and

distributor in World-Wide Volkswagen, who had no "'contacts,

ties, or relations'" with the forum state, 444 U.S. at 299

(quoting International Shoe, 326 U.S. at 319), GM Canada is

not deprived of fair play and substantial justice by being

required to answer in Alabama for an accident that took place

here involving one of the vehicles it chose to manufacture for

sale into the nationwide market that includes this state.  GM

Canada certainly can "reasonably anticipate" being held to
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account in Alabama for injuries caused in this state by one of

the vehicles it has designed and manufactured for a United

States market that includes this state and, consequently, can

take steps to withdraw any sale of its products in this state,

to procure insurance applicable to any incidents occurring

here or otherwise to "act to alleviate the risk of burdensome

litigation."  World-Wide Volkswagen, 444 U.S. at 297.

It is "reasonable," "fair," and "substantially just" to

conclude that the trial court has specific jurisdiction over

GM Canada in this case.

Wise, J., concurs.  
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